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Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
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By

CHIH-HUNG WU

May 1996

Chairman: Peter Zory
Major Department: Electrical and Computer Engineering

The surface sensitive aspects of InGaAs single quantum

well, semiconductor diode lasers with thin p-type cladding

layers (thin p-clad lasers) are studied. Experiments using

different thickness quantum wells (QW) , contact layers (p"^-cap

layers) , contact layer metallurgies and laser geometries are

described and modeled.

Lasers fabricated with a QW thickness of 10 nm, an

AlGaAs p-clad thickness of 250 nm, a GaAs p^-cap layer

thickness of 100 nm and a nickel contact show significantly

higher threshold currents and lower slope efficiencies than

lasers fabricated with gold contacts. For a range of cavity

lengths, the lasing wavelength of the nickel contact lasers

is about 50 nm shorter than the gold contact lasers. This

phenomenon is exploited to demonstrate side by side lasers on

vii



the same chip with operating wavelengths of 960 and 910 nm.

In a 5 flm-stripe, low-ridge configuration, the gold contact

lasers operate continuously with single spatial mode output

power comparable to those of conventional, high-ridge, thick

p-clad lasers.

When the QW thickness is reduced to 8 nm and the GaAs p+-

cap layer thickness is increased from 100 nm to 200 nm, new

types of effects are observed. For example, when lasers with

50 micron stripe widths and gold contacts are operated, they

show microsecond-long lasing delays. This long delay is

attributed to the time it takes for the active region to heat

to the point where net mode gain exceeds mirror loss. Net

mode gain increase is due to an increase in mode overlap with

the QW material gain as well as a decrease in mode overlap

with the lossy gold contact layer. When the p'^-cap layer is

decreased below 170 nm, laser performance is significantly

improved and no lasing delay obtained.

By combining 100 nm and 200 nm p*-cap layer structures

into one laser and removing the gold layer from the 200 nm

section, laser output power at fixed current becomes

dependent on the type of material placed on the 200 nm

section. Experiments using these "surface sensitive" diode

lasers are described and their possible use in sensor

applications discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor material growth technology continues to

improve and very high quality epitaxial, multi-layered

structures are now available. The improved materials are

being used in the fabrication of various types of

semiconductor devices including semiconductor diode lasers.

The features of small physical dimension, high efficiency,

high speed and low cost have made semiconductor diode lasers

important and widely-used devices in optical fiber

communication and optical memory systems.

In most diode laser applications, it is usually

desirable that the devices have low threshold current density

(J^^) and high differential quantum efficiency (Tl^) . To fulfill

these two requirements, diode laser structures must be

designed to have both optical field and carrier confinement.

Normally, the active region of diode lasers is grown and

confined in a pair of cladding layers which have higher

energy bandgaps and smaller refractive index than those of

the active region. Additionally, the thickness of the

1
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cladding layer is usually greater than 1.0 |iin to reduce the

optical loss from the contact layer and substrate.

For continuous wave (cw) or rapidly pulsed operation,

the removal of heat generated in the active region is crucial

to the reliability of diode lasers. To obtain highly reliable

cw operation and reduce the temperature sensitivity of

threshold current, the thermal impedance of the diode laser

structure must be as small as possible. Theoretical work

showed that the thermal resistance of diode lasers can be

reduced by decreasing the thickness of the cladding layers

[Joyc75] . Experimental study of double heterostructure (DH)

lasers with -0.12 |lm active layer thickness showed that J^^

increases and decreases dramatically when the p-type AlGaAs

cladding layer thickness is less than 0.8 (Xm [Case75].

Similar results were also theoretically obtained in [Butl75],

where the active region gain at threshold (G^^) increased

significantly as the p-AlGaAs cladding layer thickness was

reduced to less than ~1.0 |lm due to the increase of optical

loss .

Despite the increase of G^j, caused by the optical loss,

several reports have been published using this "thin cladding

layer" diode laser structure. Since the cladding layer

thickness is thin, the separation distance between the active

region and p-contact layer or substrate is reduced. As a

result, the interaction between the tail of lasing modes and

either contact layer or corrugated-substrate could be very
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strong to provide grating coupled output [Zory75] or

distributed feedback (DFB) action [Scif75] . In recent years,

several publications have been issued relating the

utilization of thin p-cladding layer diode laser structures

with the fabrication of surface emission [Maco87, Mott89] and

edge emission [Shan88] DFB diode lasers. Additionally, in

order to reduce the optical loss of diode lasers with thin p-

cladding layers, shiny Au-contacts were found to be essential

[Luo90] .

In previous studies of thin p-clad diode lasers, the

device structures were mostly concentrated on DH diode

lasers. The effects of decreasing p-cladding layer thickness

on the performance of quantum well (QW) lasers are relatively

unknown. In order to study these effects, single quantum well

(SQW) InGaAs lasers with thin p-cladding layers (250 nm) were

used in this study. The diode laser performance is found to

be greatly related to the reflectivity of the contact metal.

As mentioned before, there could be strong interaction

between the contact metal and the tail of the lasing mode

when the p-cladding layer thickness is thin enough. This

interaction not only changes the modal loss [Wu94b] and

lasing threshold conditions but also shifts the lasing

wavelength of the QW lasers [Wu94a] . In addition to the study

of contact reflectivity effects, the device fabrication

technique of this thin p-clad diode structure is also

explored

.
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Diode lasers with single spatial mode operation are

useful for increasing the coupling efficiency in optical

fiber communication applications. Conventionally, "ridge-

guided" diode lasers with thick p-cladding layer (>1.0 ^.m)

are fabricated to achieve this single spatial mode operation

output. By using such a thick p-cladding layer diode laser

structure, a deep etching step has to be performed to remove

certain amounts of the outside stripe material to obtain a

sufficient refractive index step between the stripe and

outside stripe region for maintaining the ridge-guided

property. This removal process can be obtained by either wet

chemical etching or using more sophisticated RIE (reactive

ion etching) techniques. Because the ridge height is critical

for diode lasers to operate in the index-guided regime, a

very thin "etch-stop" layer is usually grown inside the diode

laser structure to make the device fabrication process

somewhat less complicated. On the contrary, by using the thin

p-clad laser structure, one does not need to do any etching

and the fabrication process of index-guided diode lasers is

greatly simplified. Single spatial mode lasing to high power

levels comparable to that of the conventional thick p-clad

diode lasers was obtained [Wu95]

.

Multi-wavelength emission diode lasers are very

attractive for the application of wavelength division

multiplexed communication systems. Several approaches have

been reported for fabricating monolithic multi-wavelength

emission diode lasers, such as changing active layer
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composition [Sak:a82, Boua82], grating period variations

[Dutt86, Aiki76], stripe width related modal loss control

[Toku86] and material desorption technique [Eple90] . The

associated techniques for most of these approaches are either

low yield and non-reliable or complicated and time consuming.

Previously, we have mentioned that contact reflectivity has a

great effect on the thin p-clad SQW diode lasers [Wu94b] . One

of the important characteristics is that, by selecting shiny

or less shiny contact metal, one can control the lasing

wavelength of diode laser on either the first or the second

energy level of a single quantum well active layer. Based on

this concept, the process of fabricating dual wavelength

emitting diode lasers should be much simpler and more

reliable than the other approaches as stated above.

Diode lasers with epi-side up bonding have less

diffraction noise and better lasing beam quality than diode

lasers with epi-side down bonding. In the epi-side up bonding

configuration, however, thermal resistance reduction becomes

an important problem. Since the heat sink is far away (-100

|lm) from the active region, heat generated inside the active

region flowing through the cap layer becomes an effective

heat dissipation path for diode laser operation. Theoretical

study [Joyc75] has shown that the thermal resistance of diode

lasers can be reduced effectively by depositing a thick Au

layer as the heat spreader on the top laser. Based on this

concept, a thick Au plating technique was developed and
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applied to the devices fabricated to show the reduction of

thermal resistance and performance improvements.

In designing thin p-clad InGaAs lasers, the p^-GaAs cap

layer thickness has to be determined with care in order to

avoid the possible increase of modal loss from the cap layer.

This is because the refractive index value of the cap layer

is very close to that of the quantum well region at the

lasing wavelength. In this case, due to the short separation

between the quantum well and the p'^-GaAs cap layer, a thick

cap layer allows the lasing mode to penetrate through the

thin p-cladding layer and couple into the p-cap layer forming

a twin-guide laser structure [Suem75] . As a result, more

modal loss will be generated and poor diode laser performance

obtained. Additionally, due to the smaller optical

confinement of lasing mode caused by the thick (200 nm) p^-cap

layer, microsecond-long lasing delays are observed on 50-)lm

stripe width lasers [Wu96a]

.

Although thick p^-cap layer, thin p-clad lasers appear

not to be useful, the insertion of a thick p'^-cap section into

a thin p'"-cap layer laser may have practical applications. The

combination of one or more 100 nm p''-cap layer sections as the

electron pumped sections and a 200 nm p'^-cap layer section as

the surface sensitive section in one laser structure makes a

"surface sensitive" diode laser [Wu96b] which may prove

useful in sensor applications.

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2

shows the details of contact reflectivity effects on the thin
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p-clad diode lasers. Both the theoretical calculations of QW

modal gain, modal loss and experimental results are

described. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical calculations

and the experimental results of ridge-guided thin p-clad

diode lasers. The comparison between thin p-clad and thick p-

clad diode lasers are also included. Chapter 4 states the

fabrication process and the experimental results of dual

wavelength diode lasers made from a thin p-clad laser

structure. In addition, the details of a thick Au plating

heat spreader technique developed to show diode laser thermal

resistance improvements are described. Chapter 5 outlines the

influence of p*-GaAs cap layer thickness on the thin p-clad

diode laser performance. Chapter 6 describes the details of

theoretical and experimental work on surface sensitive laser

diodes (SSLD) based on the thin p-clad laser structure with

both 100 nm and 200 nm p'^-cap layers. Finally, the conclusion

and recommendations for future study are presented in

Chapter 7

.



CHAPTER 2

CONTACT REFLECTIVITY EFFECTS ON THIN P-CLAD InGaAs
SINGLE QUANTUM WELL LASERS

2 . 1 Introduction

In this chapter we show how the performance of shiny

contact, InGaAs single quantum well (SQW) lasers is changed

when the contact metal is changed from shiny gold to less

shiny nickel. In addition to the expected difference in

threshold current and slope efficiency, operating wavelength

differences of more than 50 nm are observed [Wu94] for cavity

lengths between 250 and 700 microns. At shorter (gold) and

longer (nickel) cavity lengths, large shifts in operating

wavelength are observed. In Section 2.2, the laser material

used is described. Additionally, theoretical calculations of

the quantum well laser modal gain and the modal loss induced

by the different contact metal are outlined. In Section 2.3,

the experimental results of thin p-clad diode lasers with

shiny gold (Au) and less shiny nickel (Ni) fabricated are

shown and compared with the theoretical calculations. Also

presented are the changes of diode laser performance under

various annealing time and constant annealing temperature.

8



Diode lasers with and without facet coating are life-time

tested to evaluate the reliability of these thin p-clad

lasers

,

2 . 2 T.aser Matprial and Theoretical Calculations

Figure 2.1 shows the diode laser structure used in this

study which consists of a 250 nm n*-GaAs buffer layer grown on

a n^-GaAs substrate, a 70 nm Al^Ga^.^As graded layer (x=0 .
05-

0.6), a 1400 nm n-type Alo_gGaQ,,As cladding layer, a 200 nm

graded Al^Ga^.^As (undoped) barrier layer (y=0 . 3-0 . 6) , an active

layer of 10 nm In^Ga^.^As (z~0.15) undoped strained quantum

well centered in a pair of 7 nm GaAs bounding layers, a 200

nm graded Al^Ga^.yAs (undoped) barrier layer (y=0 . 6-0 . 3) , a 250

nm p-Alg gGag ,,As cladding layer, a 25 nm Al^Ga^.^^As graded

layer (x=0 . 6-0 . 05) and a 100 nm p*-GaAs contact layer. As can

be seen the p-cladding layer is only 250 nm and is much

thinner than those of conventional laser devices (>1.0 ^m)

.

Since the total thickness of the epitaxial layers above the

quantum well in this structure is only -600 nm, the type of

metallization used on the p*-contact layer is expected to be

important in determining the mode loss coefficient [Luo90].

To understand the effect of p-contact metal on the diode

laser loss coefficient (a^) , the values for the laser

structure shown in Figure 2.1 have to be calculated.
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To do the computations of a^, the lasing wavelength is

determined first. In computing the lasing wavelength of the

laser structure, the energy gap shift due to the presence of

biaxial strain induced by the lattice mismatched-material

InGaAs/GaAs has to be calculated. The strained effects can be

devided into two components: hydrostatic component and shear

component [Van89] . Under the hydrostatic strain effect both

the conduction band edge and the valence band edge will move

up by AEj, and AE^ eV as referenced from the corresponding bulk

material band edge . The energy gap change AEg due to

hydrostatic strain effect is obtained from the following

equations [Van8 9]

:

AEg = AE^ - AE„ (2.2.1)

AQ
AE = a * (2.2.2)

Q

AE, = a, * ^ (2.2.3)

AQ a. - a„ C,,

TT = £xx + 8yy + 8„ = 2 * °-) * (1 - -^) (2.2.4)

where

a^, a,: hydrostatic deformation potential for the conduction

band and valence band

AQ
: fractional volume change due to strain effect

Q

^xx' £yy' ^22= diagonal components of the strain tensors
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a^, a„: lattice parameter for the barrier (GaAs) and quantum

well (In^Ga^.^As)

^11' ^12- elastic stiffness coefficient

Since the exact value of either the hydrostatic deformation

potential or the elastic stiffness coefficients of the

ternary material In^Ga^.^As has not yet been determined, in

this study we assume that both parameters can be expressed as

the combination of those of InAs and GaAs. In other words, a^,

a^, and for the In^^Ga^.^As can be expressed as:

a^ = (1 - X) * ai{GaAs) + x * a^dnAs) i=c, v (2.2.5)

C^^ = (1 - X) * C^j(GaAs) + X * C^^dnAs) j = l, 2 (2.2.6)

Under the shear component of strain effects the valence band

edge will become degenerated and split into heavy-hole band

edge and light-hole band edge. The separation between heavy-

hole band edge and light-hole band edge is derived from the

equations as shown below:

S = 2 * be^ * a - —
) (2.2.7)

A

a — a C
5e, = b * -5 2. * (1 + 2 * (2.2.8)

b = (1 - X) * b(GaAs) + x * b(InAs) (2.2.9)

A = (1 - X) * A(GaAs) + x * A(InAs) (2.2.10)

where

S: bandedge split energy between heavy hole and light hole
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^e^: heavy hole splitting energy

b: uniaxial deformation potential

A: split orbit energy

The lattice constant of In^Ga^.^As and GaAs can be expressed as

a^ (x) = (5 . 6533+0 . 405*x) A and aQ=5.6533 A, respectively

[Corz93] . As referenced from data shown in Van de walle

[Van89] , one can calculate the total energy gap shift caused

by the hydrostatic and shear components of strain by

substituting the related parameters into equation (2.2.1) to

equation (2.2.10) . Figure 2.2 shows the schematic diagram of

bandgap lineup for Ing ^jGag gsAs/GaAs quantum well structure,

where strain-induced bandedge split energy S between the

heavy hole and the light hole, and the heavy hole energy

bandgap Eg(HH) are computed as S=63 . 9 meV and (HH) =1253 .

3

meV. A conduction band offset ratio of 0.55 is also assumed

[Cole93] to compute the conduction band energy barrier, heavy

hole valence band energy barrier and light hole valence band

energy barrier as 93.9 meV, 7 6.8 meV and 12.9 meV,

respectively. The energy state distribution of the

InGaAs/GaAs quantum well structure is calculated by solving

the Schrodinger equation [BastBB] , in which a square well

structure with finite barrier height is assumed. The

effective masses used for the electron, heavy hole and light

hole in the InGaAs quantum well are 0.0599 m„, 0.4395 m^ and

0.0847 m^ respectively [Pan88], where m^ is the electron rest

mass. For the conduction band, the energy states inside the
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100 A Ino_;^5Gao_85As quantum well are calculated as £^^=22 . 9 meV

and £,,2=62.9 meV (referenced from the conduction bandedge) .

For the valence band, there are four heavy hole energy

states: £^^,^=6 meV, £^^2=23.8 meV, £^^3=52.2 meV and £^(,^=86.

8

meV, and one light hole energy state: E„ii=82.5 meV (referenced

from the heavy hole band edge) inside the quantum well.

According to the results of the computations, a lasing

wavelength of -960 nm is obtained for this InGaAs SQW diode

laser and used for the following computations.

The modal loss induced by both shiny Au and less shiny Ni

contacts are calculated from Modeig program [Deme89] . The

refractive indices of Au and Ni at this wavelength are

interpolated from [Weas87] as 0.091-16.03 and 2.75-14.87,

respectively. The corresponding optical constants of each

layer of the diode laser structure are obtained [Taka78],

[Adac85] . Only the fundamental mode is considered from the

calculated results in which the highest effective refractive

index value of the diode structure is found. Figure 2.3 shows

the dependence of the calculated mode loss on the thickness

of the p-cladding layer when Au and Ni p-contact metals are

used. From this plot, we can see as the p-clad layer

thickness is reduced below 400 nm, the optical mode loss for

the Ni contact lasers increases rapidly whereas that for the

Au contact remains relatively flat. In other words, Au

contacts are shiny compared to Ni contacts. At 250 nm p-

cladding layer thickness, the calculated mode loss of diode
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laser with Au and Ni metal contact is ai(Au)=3 cm"^ and

ai(Ni)=70 cm'\ respectively. Since the threshold mode gain G^^

is proportional to the modal loss of diode lasers, the larger

modal loss induced by the Ni contact indicates that Ni

contact lasers should have higher G^^^ than those of Au contact

lasers. The magnitude of the increase in G^^, required for

lasing when using Ni rather than Au is given by [Chin88]

Gt. = Tg,, = a, +yln^ (2.2.11)
Li K

where F is the optical confinement factor, g^^ is the

threshold gain in the quantum well, L is the cavity length

of diode laser and R is the mode reflectivity at the facets.

As stated earlier, for L in the range from 250 to 700 |J.m,

the Ni and Au thin p-clad devices differ in operating

wavelength by more than 50 nm. In order to understand this

effect, it is necessary to calculate the spectral gain

function g(hv) [Chin88] as well as threshold spectral gain g^^

for these two different optical mode loss devices.

Since the energy state distributions in the QW structure

have been determined, the carrier density required for

obtaining a given quasi-Fermi level can be calculated. In the

computations, a parabolic subband model is used for

conduction band, heavy hole valence band and light hole

valence band. For the conduction band, the electron

concentration is denoted [Cor293] as
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N =
2 J

p'°(E - EJ * f,^ * dE

^' (2.2.12)

= " ' X ma + exp[-(E,„ - E,j I * T]}

where

p^^CE-E^): density of states in the quantum well

f^: Fermi-Dirac distribution for electrons in the conduction

band

m^: effective mass of electron in the conduction band

Kg: Boltzmann's constant

E^„: quantized energy level of electron in the conduction band

Ej^: quasi-Fermi level in the conduction band

: quantum well thickness

h : reduced Planck constant

For the valence band, the hole concentration is the summation

of light hole concentration and heavy hole concentration, and

can be expressed as [Corz93]

P=P^+P^ and

P. =
m*k*T E— E,

' ' Z{ln[l + exp{-^ ^)]}
kg * T

(2.2.13)

P, = m^ * kg * T „ . . .^vn,
~

I { In [1 + exp (
i

) ] }

kg * T
(2.2.14)
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where nij, , : effective mass of heavy hole and light hole; n^,

n^: quantum state number of heavy hole and light hole in the

valence band; E^„^ , E^„^ : quantum state energy for heavy hole

and light hole in the valence band; E^^: quasi-Fermi level in

the valence band.

By using equations (2.2.12), (2.2.13), (2.2.14) and the

quantum state energy inside the quantum well, one can get the

relationship between the quasi-Fermi level E^^, E^^ and the

corresponding carrier density in the conduction band and

valence band.

In semiconductor the optical gain caused by the photon-

induced transitions of electrons from conduction band to

valence band is defined as the fractional increase in photons

per unit length

1 dO

O dz
g = -— = W,^, - W,^, (2.2.15)

and can be written as[Corz93]

g(hv) = (— ) M, p,,,(f, - fj (2.2.16)
hv EgCmo'^n n

where F is the photon flux (unit; s'^cm'^) ; W^..^^, W^^^,: total

transition rate from conduction band to valence band and from

valence band to conduction band, respectively; , n : group

refraction index and refraction index of the crystal; |m^|^ :

transition matrix element; r^^^ : reduced density of state; f..
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f^: Fermi-Dirac distribution for electrons in the conduction

band and valence band. In the calculations, we assume the

difference between and n can be neglected.

Considering the TE polarized transition, k-selection rule

and ignoring the forbidden transition, the transition matrix

element can be expressed as

iM^frvn, = S^r^njMp < F.„Jf,„^ > = SllX (2.2.17)

where

S" = S'^l = - (1 + cos^ 6, ) for e-hh transition (2.2.18)

Srf,„ = Sr^,„ = -(5 - 3 cos^ e„ ) for e-lh transition (2.2.19)

cos' e = —^-^ ^ (2.2.20)
hV -

1 1
Prort I

= —'t — i=h for e-hh transition; (2.2.21)
' 2Kh^

—^ = — + — i=i for e-lh transition. (2.2.22)

AEj.^^ : energy difference between the electron energy state and

the conduction bandedge E^,.

AE^^^ : energy difference between the heavy hole energy state

and the heavy hole bandedge or between the light hole

energy state and the light hole bandedge.

For the In^Ga^.^As quantum well, |Mp term in equation (2.2.17)

can be written as [Corz93]



t

|M|2 = i^^(28.8 - 6.6 * x) (2.2.23)

By ignoring intraband relaxation [Garb93], the total

optical gain is then calculated from equation (2.2.16) to

equation (2.2.23) as the summation of optical gain due to e-

hh transitions and e-lh transitions. Figure 2.4 shows the

dependence of spectra gain on photon energy for the diode

laser structure shown in Figure 2.1, where the injected

carrier density is assumed at N=2.5xl0^^ cm"^ and 5.5x10^' cm"^

.

It is evident in Figure 2.4 that the photon energies at peak

gain for the two carrier densities are considerably

different. At 2.5x10^® cm'^ injection carrier density, the peak

gain occurs at an energy corresponding to the band edge

transition energy from n=l conduction band electrons to n=l

heavy holes, E^j^~1286 meV. When the injection carrier density

increases to S.lxlO-'-^ cm"^, the peak gain is the same at Ej^^

and (the band edge transition energy from n=2 conduction

band electrons to n=2 heavy holes, ~1364 meV) . Above

5.1x10^^ cm'^, the gain peak occurs at E22. The g^^ values shown

in Figure 2.4 are calculated from equation (2.2.11) using the

values from Figure 2.3, a confinement factor r=0.02, mode

reflectivity R=0.31 [Lee91] and cavity length L=380 \Lm. It is

clear that the increase in g^^, required by the extra mode loss

due to the Ni contact can cause a large shift in lasing

wavelength

.
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2.3. Experimental Re^sults and nisrn.q?;ion

In order to fabricate wide-stripe lasers, 50 |lm stripes

on 500 |im centers are defined on the p^-GaAs contact layer

using standard photolithography techniques. Mesas and current

blocking oxide layer are formed using a pulsed anodic

oxidation technique [Grov94]. Usually the oxidation time is

~6 minutes (with anodic oxidation current density J~100

mA/cm% repetition rate= 50 Hz and pulse width= 700 Usee) to

remove the p^-GaAs cap layer and part of the p-cladding layer

to reduce the diode current spreading effect. After the

oxidation process, wafers are cleaned and covered with new

photoresist to protect the epilayer surface for the following

wafer thinning process. This wafer surface protection step is

important for making good adhesion shiny contact for the

diode lasers. The wafers are thinned to about 100 |im, a

metallurgy of Ge(20 nm)/Au(40 nm)/Ni(20 nm)/Au(15 nm) is

evaporated sequentially on the substrate side and annealed at

430 C for 5 minutes to obtain the n-type ohmic contact. A

non-alloyed Au(80 nm)/Ni(50 nm)/Au(50 nm) or Ni(80 nm)/Au(50

nm) is evaporated as the shiny or less shiny p-contact

respectively. Then, another non-alloyed Ni(25 nm)/Au{50 nm)

is deposited on the subtract side to improve the metal

contact conductivity. Diode lasers with 500 ^Jti wide and

cavity lengths ranging from 120 ^m to 1200 \Lm are cleaved,

soldered on copper blocks by using either indium soldering or
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sliver epoxy (1 part Ag epoxy + 1 part thinner and quad at

150 C for ~5 minutes) and characterized.

The measured emission spectrum of Au and Ni lasers with

L=380 flm is shown in Figure 2.5. The difference in operating

wavelength is ~52 nm, in good agreement with the predicted

difference of -55 nm shown in Figure 2.4. The corresponding

pulsed output power versus input current characteristics are

shown in Figure 2.6. Threshold current and total slope

efficiency for these two lasers are I^^(Au)=60 mA, 'n3(Au)=0.76

mW/mA and I^^,(Ni)=240 mA, n3(Ni)=0.41 mW/mA respectively. In

addition, from measured inverse slope efficiency versus

cavity length plots, the internal mode loss for Au-contact

lasers and Ni-contact lasers are a^(Au)=8 cm"^ and ai(Ni)=51

cm"^ respectively. These are to be compared with the

calculated values from Figure 2.3, (Au) =3 cm'^ and a^(Ni)=70

cm'\ The difference of 5 cm"^ in (Au) and 19 cm"^ in a^(Ni)

can be explained if the complex refractive index of the Au,

n(Au), and the complex refractive index of the Ni, n(Ni),

used in our experiments are somewhat different from the

values interpolated from [Weas87] . For example, if n(Au) is

changed from 0.091-16.03 to 0.16-14.08, ai(Au) changes from 3

cm'^ to measured value of 8 cm'\ On the other hand, if n(Ni)

is changed from 2.75-14.87 to 2.30-15.25, ai(Ni) changes from

70 cm"^ to the measured value of 51 cm"^ . We believe that



variations in both n(Au) and n(Ni) of these magnitudes are

possible since it is known that refractive index values can

be strongly dependent on the details of the deposition

process

.

In the previous section, it is mentioned that transition

E^i and have the same peak spectral gain at a carrier

density of 5.1x10^® cm"\ This implies that lasers requiring

this carrier density to lase should operate simultaneously at

two wavelengths about 50 nm apart [Zory86] . It is clear from

equation (2.2.11) that it should be possible, in principle,

to change cavity length L to achieve this condition for both

Au and Ni contact lasers (L>380 |J.m for Ni lasers and L<380 \Lm

for Au lasers) . In order to check this prediction, the

emission wavelengths of both laser types are measured as a

function of L. As shown in Figure 2.7, the emission

wavelength jumps occur for the Ni lasers at L~900 |Jin and at

L~200 |J.m for the Au lasers. Similar wavelength jumps have

been observed for thick p-clad 7.5 nm InGaAs SQW lasers when

their stripe widths are reduced from 50 to 15 microns

[Shie89] or thick p-clad 15 nm InGaAs SQW lasers with 25 |i.m

stripe widths when their active region temperature is

increased due to current [Beer91a] . Using the above L values

in equation (2.2.11) along with the measured values of

discussed above and R=0.31, we find that G^f,=66,5 cm"^ for 200

Hm long Au contact lasers and G^^ =64 cm'^ for 900 \lxa. long Ni

contact lasers, in close agreement as expected. The blue

shift of the spectral peaks accompanied with the decrease of



cavity length shown by the dashed lines in Figure 2.7 is

mainly due to band-filling modified by bandgap

renormalization [Chin88]

.

So far we have shown that the reflectivity of p-contact

metal is important in determining the performance of thin p-

clad diode lasers, we are interested in understanding the

effects of annealing p-contact metal on the thin p-clad diode

laser. To check this point, thin p-clad diode lasers with

shiny Au contact are annealed at 320 C for different

annealing time: 30, 60, 120, 180 and 300 seconds. The

variations of threshold current and total slope efficiency as

a function of annealing time are shown in Figure 2.8. As can

be seen from this plot, threshold current increases rapidly

as the annealing time increases upto 120 seconds and then

becomes saturated when diodes are annealed further longer.

Additionally, the total slope efficiency decreases gradually

from 0.8 mW/mA(0 second) to -0.5 mW/mA(120 seconds) and

remains constant as annealing time increases further. The

deterioration of diode laser performance can be explained by

the decrease of contact reflectivity caused by the reactions

of Au and GaAs at 320 C. This interaction will make the Au

contact become less shiny. As the annealing time increases

further, the interactions may saturate and cause the contact

reflectivity keep constant. Consequently, even at low

temperature (320 C) , the annealing effect can decrease the

contact reflectivity and diode laser performance. To have
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good thin p-clad diode laser behavior, the shiny Au contact

should not be annealed.

To further evaluate shiny contact thin p-clad diode

lasers, samples without and with facet coatings are CW

lifetime tested at 20 C with output power 50 mW/facet (w/o

coating) and 100 mW (w/ coating) , respectively, where both

samples are packaged with p-side up configuration. The coated

sample is prepared by depositing a thickness of X,/4n AljOj on

the emitting facet as the anti-reflection (AR) coating layer

and AI2O3 (X./4n) /Al (100 nm) /Al^Oj (A./4n) on the reflective facet

as the high reflector (HR) where n is the refractive index of

the active region at the lasing wavelength. Figure 2.9 and

Figure 2 . 10 show the output power P versus input current I

characteristics and the corresponding variations of threshold

current and total slope efficiency of diode laser without

facet coating after t hours lifetime test. Similar results of

the coated sample are shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12.

For the uncoated sample, threshold current increases from the

initial value of 42 mA to -5 6 mA and the total slope

efficiency almost keeps constant at 0.65 mW/mA for the first

500 hours lifetime test and gradually decreases to ~0.57

mW/mA after 1057 hours lifetime test. For the coated sample,

threshold current increases quicker than that of uncoated

sample from the initial value of 40 mA to ~65 mA. In

addition, the slope efficiency decreases faster than that of

the uncoated sample from 0.62 mW/mA to -0.41 mW/mA after 1050
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hours lifetime test. The possible reason for the big

difference of I^j, and between both diode lasers could be due

to the cavity length difference where the uncoated sample is

600 |lm long while that of the coated sample is only 450 |im.

Since diode laser with longer cavity length is believed to

have better lifetime performance than that of diode laser

with shorter cavity length, especially for the high output

power condition. From the results of lifetime test, we have

successfully demonstrated that thin p-clad diode lasers can

"live" for long time CW operation. Further applications from

this thin p-clad laser structure could be possible as the

fabrication process is improved and optimized.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the reflectivity

of p-contact has a significant effect on the performance of

thin p-clad diode lasers. Decreasing the reflectivity of the

p-contact metal increases optical mode loss, which increases

threshold current, decreases slope efficiency and shifts the

emission wavelength. The more than 50 nm wavelength

difference between the thin p-clad diode lasers with

different p-contact metallurgy can be explained

quantitatively by superimposing the threshold gain required

for lasing in each case with the corresponding spectral gain

curve calculated using standard QW laser theory.
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p"*"-GaAs contact layer: 100 nm

p-AlzGa^.^As ( z=0.6 - 0.05 ): 25 nm

P-A1q 5Gao 4AS cladding layer: 250 mn

Al^Ga^.^As ( x=0.3 - 0.6 ): 200 nm

GaAs: 7 nm

InyGaj.yAs SQW ( y~0.15) : 10 nm

GaAs: 7 nm

Al^Gai.xAs ( x=0.6 - 0.3 ): 200 nm

n-Alg gGag 4AS cladding layer: 1400 nm

n-Al2Gai.2As ( z=0.05-0.6 ): 25 nm

n-GaAs substrate

Figure 2.1 Thin p-clad InGaAs single quantum well diode
structure used in the contact reflectivity effect
study

.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of bandgap lineup between the
strained InGaAs quantum well and GaAs barrier layers of
the diode laser structure shown in Figure 2.1.
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quantum well (SQW) laser structure shown in Figure 2.1,



gure 2.4 The dependence of spectral gain on photon energy
for a 100 A Ino.15Gao.85As/GaAs structure at two carrier
densities. The two dashed lines are the active layer
threshold gains for thin (0.25 |lm) p-clad InGaAs SQW
lasers with Ni or Au contact metal

.
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clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers with different p contact
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Figure 2.6 Measured pulsed output power versus input current
characteristics of thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers
with Au contact or Ni contact.
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Figure 2.8 The variations of threshold current (1^^,) and
total slope efficiency (r\^) of thin p-clad diode lasers
as a function of p-contact metal annealing time, where
the annealing temperature is set at constant 320 C.
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Figure 2.9 Measured CW output power versus input current
characteristics of Au-contact thin p-clad InGaAs SQW
diode laser after t=0, 529 and 1057 hrs lifetime test,
where the output power is set constant CW 50 mW/facet
during the lifetime test.
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Figure 2.11 Measured CW output power versus input current
characteristics of Au-contact thin p-clad InGaAs SQW
diode laser after t=0, 192, 517 and 1050 hr. lifetime
test, where sample is with AR and HR facet coating and
output power is set constant CW 100 mW during the
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CHAPTER 3

THIN P-CLAD RIDGE-GUIDED DIODE LASERS

3 . 1 Introduction

In chapter 2 we have demonstrated the important effects

of p-metal contact reflectivity on the thin p-clad diode

laser performance. In this chapter, a new and simple method

of fabricating ridge-guided diode laser from a thin p-clad

structure is proposed and demonstrated. The major advantage

of using a thin p-clad diode laser structure instead of the

conventional thick p-clad structure for fabricating ridge-

guided diode lasers is that only a small part of outside

stripe material is required to remove for providing a strong

waveguiding. This will make the device fabrication process

become simple and economical. Moreover, we have found that

these low-ridge, thin p-clad lasers can operate in a single

lateral mode with cw performance characteristics similar to

those reported for InGaAs SQW lasers fabricated from

conventional epitaxial material in a high-ridge configuration

[Fisc87, Bour90, Take90] . In other words, thin p-clad diode

laser with low ridge height structure can provide strong i
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waveguiding for diode lasers operating with low threshold

current (I^^) and high slope efficiency (Tl^) . This is totally

different from those of thick p-clad diode laser structure in

which the threshold current of an InGaAs single quantum well

{ SQW ) diode laser is very high ( > 100 mA ) when fabricated

in either a low-ridge [Shie89] or oxide-defined [Beer91b],

narrow-stripe configuration.

In Section 3.2, the main design principle responsible

for low threshold, single lateral mode lasing is discussed.

In Section 3.3, the procedure for fabricating ridged-guided,

thin p-clad lasers using pulsed anodic oxidation [Grov94] is

outlined. The results of pulsed characterization measurements

on these lasers are presented in Section 3.4 and compared

with measured values reported for thick p-clad lasers

[Shie89, Beer91b] . In Section 3.5, the cw performance

characteristics of 5 micron wide, low-ridge, thin p-clad

lasers are presented and compared with those of reported

thick p-clad, high-ridge waveguide lasers [Fisc87, Bour90,

Take90] . In Section 3.6, the dependence of diode laser

performance on the ridge height is presented and comparisons

are made between thin and thick p-clad ridge-guided lasers

with various ridge heights.

3 . 2 Theoretical Calculations

The thin p-clad diode laser structure used in this study

is the same as that stated in previous chapter ( as shown in
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Figure 2.1 ). Since the thickness of the p-clad layer is only

250 nm, the behavior of ridge waveguide lasers fabricated

from this material should be quite different from that of

ridgeguide lasers with the same ridge height fabricated from

conventional material with thick p-clad layers ( > 1000 nm )

.

The parameter normally used in designing ridgeguide lasers is

An, the difference in effective refractive index ( lateral

index step ) between the ridge region and the outside-ridge

region [Agra84] . Consequently, it is of interest to calculate

An as a function of ridge height ( the amount of epitaxial

material removed in defining the ridge ) for thick and thin

p-clad configurations. In the calculations, it is assumed

that the p"*"-GaAs contact layer, the p-AlxGai-xAs graded-layer

and part of the p-clad layer of the outside-ridge region are

removed and replaced with a native oxide, the whole structure

being covered with Au . A lasing wavelength of 960 nm, an

oxide refractive index of 1.8 and a Au refractive index of

0.0 91-16.03 are also assumed in the computations. The optical

constants of each layer of the laser structure are the same

as those used in our previous work on thin p-clad InGaAs SQW

lasers [Wu94b] . Figure 3.1 shows the calculated An of thin (

250 nm ) p-clad diode lasers as a function of ridge height

when various oxide values are used as the current blocking

layer. It is interesting to note that relatively large values

of An are obtained with the removal of small amounts of

material. For example, a An value of greater than 3x10"^ is
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obtained when 130 nm of epitaxial material is removed and

replaced by 130 nm of native oxide. If a conventional thick

p-clad layer is used instead of a thin p-clad layer ( 1300 nm

vs 250 nm ) , a An value of only ~lxlO~6 is obtained for the

same removal/replacement process. In order to achieve a An of

3x10"^ in the 1300 nm thick material, an order of magnitude

more material ( ~1200 nm ) must be removed from the laser

structure creating a "high-ridge" device. From a An point of

view therefore, a low-ridge, thin p-clad device is equivalent

to a high-ridge, thick p-clad device. If An is the key

parameter which determines device performance, then low-

ridge, thin p-clad lasers should not show the high threshold

effect as ridge width is narrowed [Shie89, Beer91]. In

addition, they should be capable of operating in a single

spatial mode to high cw power levels if the ridge width is

sufficiently narrow [Fisc87, Bour90, Take90] . These two

speculations are addressed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5

respectively

.

3 . 3 Device Fabrications

Thin p-clad lasers with 130 nm ridge height and four

different ridge widths ( w=5 ^m, 10 |lm, 25 [Lm and 50 |im ) are

fabricated using a pulsed anodic oxidation technique

[Grov94] . In this technique, photoresist is used to define

the ridge widths on the laser wafer which is then used as one
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of the electrodes in an electrolyte composed of 40 parts

ethylene glycol, 20 parts water (H2O) and one part phosphoric

acid (H3PO4) . Running 700 |isec wide current pulses through the

electrolyte at 50 Hz repetition rate converted 130 nm of

epitaxial material into 100 nm of native oxide in about 3.5

minutes (anodic oxidation current density -100 mA/cm^) . The

laser material is then thinned to about 100 |Xm and a

Ge/Au/Ni/Au contact metallurgy deposited onto the n-side by

electron beam evaporation. After a standard high temperature

anneal, a Au/Ni/Au contact metallurgy is electron beam

evaporated onto the p-side and 450 \im wide bars cleaved from

the material. The cleaved bars are then scribed into 500 |lm

wide chips and soldered, substrate-side-down, onto indium-

coated copper blocks. It is important to note that the p-side

contact was not annealed. If it were annealed, the p-contact

would not be "shiny" and laser thresholds would be very high

as shown in chapter 2

.

3 . 4 Pulsed Current Characteristics

As discussed in Section 3.2, low ridges in thin p-clad

material produce relatively big An values ( An ~ 3x10"^ when

using 250 nm-thick p-clad material with 130 nm ridges ) . To

see if this An is sufficient to avoid the high threshold

effect at narrow ridge widths reported in references 1 and 2,

the pulsed threshold current ( I^^ ) and laser emission energy

of the 130 nm-ridge, thin p-clad lasers are measured and
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compared with the data reported for thick p-clad devices

[Shie89, Beer91]. In Figure 3.2, the thick p-clad lasers are

(a), 200 nm-ridge lasers [Shie89] with 400 |Xm cavity length

and (b) , oxide-defined stripe devices [BeerSlb] with 510 |im

cavity length. As can be seen, I^^ for both laser types

increases as the stripe width is narrowed, the increase being

very large for the oxide-defined stripe lasers. Moreover,

there is a lasing energy jump [Wu94] associated with the

increase of threshold current for both thick p-clad laser

types. In contrast, as the stripe width of the 130 nm-ridge,

thin p-clad laser is decreased from 50 \lm to 5 )lm, I^^

decreases from 50 mA to 10 mA and the lasing energy is

essentially constant . It appears that the lateral index step

An ~ 3x10"-^ is sufficiently big in the thin p-clad, 130 nm

ridgeguides to create a low loss lateral waveguide. If An is

too small, the lateral dimension of the lasing mode spreads

out into the unpumped region causing a large mode loss. This

forces the required carrier density for lasing to be very

large leading to carrier-induced antiguidance and additional

mode loss [Shie89, Beer91b]

.

Since a low loss lateral waveguide appears to exist in

the thin p-clad, 130 nm ridgeguide lasers, their lateral far-

fields should also be quite different from those observed in

references [Shie89, Beer91b] . To check this point, we have to

measure the lateral far-field distributions of thin p-clad

diode lasers by using the setup shown in Figure 3.3. In the

measurements, diode lasers are kept at room temperature and
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by rotating the detector to obtain the far-field

distributions. As shown in Figure 3.4, a single-lobe lateral

far-field pattern is obtained for lasers with 5 |Xin, 10 |Xm and

25 ridge widths at I~l.l I^^. The single-lobe far-field

pattern of the 5 |im ridge-width diode laser is about 5 times

narrower than the single-lobe pattern reported in [Shie89]

and totally different from the double-lobe pattern reported

in [Beer91b] . As the drive current increases to -1.5 I^^, both

5 |lm and 10 |lm lasers remain single-lobed with no significant

change in pattern width. The lateral far field pattern for

the 25 |J.m laser however, changes from single-lobed to double-

lobed as the current increases to 1.5 I Since similar
th •

behavior is observed in the far field during cw operation of

the 25 |lm device, the change can probably be attributed to

spatial-hole burning [Garr87] rather than thermal waveguiding

[Bour90] . At 1=1.5 I^^, the 50 |Xm stripe-width laser still

remains double-lobed.

3 . 5 CW Current Characteristics

As discussed in Section 3.4, a An value of ~ 3xl0~3 is

sufficient to avoid the high threshold effect at narrow ridge

widths. It is interesting to ask if this An is also

sufficient to allow single lateral mode operation to high cw

power levels when the ridge width is 5 ^m. To check this
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point, the cw lateral far-field patterns of several 5 |i.m

wide, 130 nm-ridge, thin p-clad diode lasers are measured at

four drive currents: 40 mA, 80 mA, 120 mA and 160 mA ( see

Figure 3.5 ). Typically one observes that the full width at

half maximum (FWHM) of the patterns (
~ 10° > increases by

less than 1° as the current is increased from 40 mA to 120 mA.

Between 120 mA and 160 mA, the FWHM increases by about 3°. In

order to understand the cause of this broadening, the lateral

far field patterns are also measured using short pulse

excitation. In this case, no broadening is observed over the

entire current range leading us to believe that the slight cw

broadening observed up to 120 mA is due to a narrowing of the

near field caused by thermal index guiding [Bour90] . While

the relatively large increase of the broadening above 120 mA

could be due to the onset of higher mode oscillation, the

lack of any significant beam steering tends to rule against

this possibility [Guth94] . In any event, the addition of a

heat spreading layer should be very effective in reducing

this broadening effect since the p-cladding layer is very

thin. The measured FWHM value of the transverse far-field

pattern is ~ 42°, independent of current

The measured cw output power versus drive current ( P-I

) characteristic is plotted in the inset of Figure 3.5. As

shown, the slope efficiency stays constant up to about 120 mA

(
~ 70 mW of cw total output power ) and then begins to drop

at higher currents due to heating. Threshold current and

total differential quantum efficiency are 10 mA and 49 %,
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respectively. The threshold current of 10 mA is comparable to

that reported for conventional SQW inGaAs high-ridge lasers

[Fisc87, Bour90, Take90] although the differential quantum

efficiency is ~ 10 % smaller. In order to see if this result

could be improved on, thin p-clad diode lasers are fabricated

with a 180 nm-ridge height and, according to Figure 3.1, a An

of close to 5xl0~3. In this case a cw total differential

quantum efficiency of 61 % (cavity length L=600 \Jua and stripe

width w=5 |lm) and threshold current of 9 mA are measured.

Figure 3.6 shows the measured CW P-I characteristics of the

5-|im stripe, 180 nm ridge lasers when different cavity length

L are considered. As can be seen from this plot, the 180 nm

ridge lasers show comparable P-I performance with those

reported for the conventional ridge-guided lasers and

indicate strong waveguiding in these thin p-clad, narrow

stripe lasers.

3 . 6 Ridge Height Dependent Diode La ser Performance

It is mentioned in Section 3.2, that high ridge

structure has to be performed for thick p-clad narrow stripe

ridge-guided diode lasers to obtain sufficient index step in

operating at low threshold, single spatial mode regime. In

addition, CW measurements of thin p-clad ridge-guided lasers

have indicated that diode laser performance greatly depends

on the ridge height of the device. Since we are interested in
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understanding the dependence of narrow stripe laser behaviors

on the ridge height, thin p-clad (250 nm) lasers as well as

thick p-clad {1300 nm) lasers with 5 |im stripe width and

various ridge heights are fabricated and characterized. Both

types of samples are prepared by using similar process steps

as described in Section 3.3. Thick p-clad samples are anodic

oxidized to get right heights: -230 nm, 530±30 nm, 1000±50

nm, 1150±50 nm, 1220±30 nm and 1350±50 nm respectively. On

the other hand, thin p-clad samples are oxidized to have

ridge heights: 130±5 nm, 180±5 nm and 260±5 nm.

Figure 3,7 shows the measured variations of pulsed P-I

characteristics of thick p-clad (1300 nm) 5-\lm stripe diode

lasers at different ridge height. Figure 3.8 shows the

variations of threshold current and slope efficiency as a

function of ridge height. It is noticed from Figure 3.7, that

P-I behavior of diode laser is not linear until the

associated ridge height exceeds 1000 nm for this thick p-clad

(1300 nm) laser structure. This is due to the occurrence of

higher order modes which generate when the ridge waveguiding

is not strong enough to support only single mode operation

[ThomSO] . The non-linear P-I performance also explains the

weak waveguiding inside the low-ridge thick p-clad diode

laser and agrees well with the theoretical predictions of

Section 3.2. Even for the 1000±50 nm ridge height laser, the

non-linear P-I characteristics still occur as the injection

current increases up to -100 mA. From Figure 3.8, it is

observed that threshold current (1^^) of thick p-clad ridge
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guided laser decreases as the ridge height increases to -1000

nm and becomes saturated when the ridge height increases

further in the measured range. In this study, the minimum 1^^

value obtained for the 5-|im stripe-width, 500 |Xm long, thick

p-clad diode laser is ~10 mA. As shown in Figure 3.8, for the

samples without significant non-linear P-I performance, the

slope efficiency increases and reaches the maximum value at

ridge height ~1150 nm, whereas T]^ shows a decrease as ridge

height increases from -1150 nm to -1350 nm.

For the thin p-clad samples, however, non-linear P-I

characteristics are not observed in the measured range as

shown in Figure 3.9. This is due to the strong waveguiding

from the low ridge structure. In addition, from the

corresponding I^^,, Tl^ vs ridge height plot as shown in Figure

3.10, threshold current shows a small value decrease from I,.tn

-11 mA to I^j, -10 mA as the ridge height increases from -130

nm to 260 nm. This is dramatically different from those of

thick p-clad lasers, where -5 time decrease of 1^^ occurs as

the ridge height increases from low ridge (-230 nm) to high

ridge (-1000 nm) . Additionally, the value of thin p-clad

ridge-guided laser increases as the ridge height increases

and reaches a maximum point then decreases as the ridge

height becomes higher. The decrease of slope efficiency is

due to the contraction of lateral mode caused by the strong

index-guiding which could make the mode profile narrower than
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the gain profile resulting in a lower slope efficiency

[Agra84] . In this thin p-clad laser structure, the 180 nm

ridge-height laser shows the best performance of slope

efficiency

.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the lateral

refractive index step generated in low-ridge, thin p-clad

diode lasers is sufficient to provide low loss lateral

waveguiding. The threshold current of 130 nm-ridge diode

lasers decreases from 50 mA to 10 mA when the ridge width is

decreased from 50 |im to 5 |J.m whereas the lasing energy

remains essentially constant. In addition, the 5 \im stripe

devices were shown to be capable of stable, single lateral

mode cw lasing with less than 10 % broadening up to total

output power levels of about 70 mW. On the contrary, for the

thick p-clad (1300 nm) diode laser, deep etching for

obtaining ridge height larger than 1000 nm is required to

provide the sufficient waveguiding effects for narrow stripe

lasers operating with stable single mode output . By the

optimization of diode laser structure, single spatial mode

operation with linear P-I profiles to much higher cw powers

should be possible. This feature with the combinations of the

flexibility of fabricating different diffraction grating

types (nickel, gold metal grating or dielectric material

grating) in thin p-cladding material ( no regrowth required )

could lead to the development of higher performance gain-

coupled DFB lasers [Luo92]

.
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Figure 3.6 The variations of CW P-I characteristics of 5-|im
stripe, thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers with 180 nm
ridge height and different cavity length.
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CHAPTER 4

DUAL WAVELENGTH DIODE LASERS AND THERMAL
RESISTANCE IMPROVEMENT

4 . 1 Introduction

Diode laser emitting simultaneously at multi-wavelength

is very attractive for the applications to wavelength

division multiplexed communication systems. Several reports

have been issued about the fabrication of a monolithic multi-

wavelength emission diode laser. The first approach is to use

different active layer composition. In this approach, either

selectively etching [Saka82] or etch-and-regrowth technique

[Boua82] has to be accurately performed in order to obtain

reliable diode laser quality. The second approach is to

utilize complex grating technique where different lasing

wavelengths are obtained by either changing the stripe width

to vary the index of refraction [Dutt86] or different periods

of DFB grating [Aiki76] . The third approach is to control the

modal loss through the change of stripe width of diode laser

to obtain lasing on either the first or the second quantized

energy levels of a single quantum well active layer [Toku86] .

59
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In this method, high temperature and time-consumed material

disordering process is used and make this method become hard

to control. In addition, more complicated method of using

laser-induced desorption to selectively decrease the single

quantum well thickness has been developed to fabricate

multiple wavelength emission diode lasers [Eple90]

.

Previously, we have demonstrated that contact reflectivity

has a great effect on the thin p-clad SQW diode lasers

[Wu94b] . One of the important characteristics is that, by

selecting shiny or less shiny contact metal, one can control

the modal loss of diode laser and make the laser lase on

either the first or the second energy level of a single

quantum well active layer. Based on this concept, the process

of fabricating the dual wavelength emitting diode lasers

should be much simpler and more reliable than the other

approaches as stated above. In this chapter, a twin stripe

diode laser structure with dual wavelength lasing is proposed

and demonstrated.

Recently, the influence of heat spreader on the laser

performance has been reported on AllnP red light emission

material system and shows significant CW P-I performance

improvements [Unge93] . However, the dependence of thermal

resistance on the heat spreader thickness and the associated

effects on the InGaAs/GaAs material system are seldom

reported. In this chapter, a thick Au plating technique is

developed and applied to the devices fabricated to show the
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reduction of thermal resistance and performance improvements

of InGaAs/GaAs diode lasers.

In Section 4.2 the dual wavelength laser structure and

fabrication process are described. The experiment results and

discussion of the dual wavelength diode lasers are stated in

Section 4.3. The main principle of thermal resistance

measurements, details of thick Au plating technique as the

heat spreader and the performance improvements of thin p-clad

InGaAs/GaAs diode lasers with Au heat spreader are presented

in Section 4.4.

4.2 Fabrication of Dual Wave length Diode Lasers

Figure 4 . 1 shows the twin stripe diode laser structure

used in this study. Basically, the diode laser structure is

the same as shown in previous chapters except a twin stripe

geometry is used instead of a single stripe. The stripe width

of Au contact and Ni contact laser is designed as 50 |Im and

20 |lm respectively in order to have close threshold current

for both laser types. The separation distance between these

two stripe edge is 50 |J.m with an isolation slot of 20 |Xm used

to make these two diode laser operate independently.

Wafer is first cleaned in boiling TCA, ACE and methanol.

Then, photoresist AZ-1350 is spreaded and baked to define a

20 lim window. Since the isolation slot is important to make

the twin stripe diode lasers operate independently, the

etching depth of the isolation slot has to be larger than 0.6
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)im for this laser structure. The etching depth can be

obtained by chemical etching, anodic oxidation or the

combination of both methods. In this experiment, the

isolation slot is first etched by the chemical solution of 1

part NH4OH + 1 part H^Oj + 50 parts H^O at room temperature.

After the etching step, wafer is cleaned and spreaded with

new photoresist to define the two-stripe patterns (w=20 |im

and w=50 |J.m) . Pulsed anodic oxidation is then performed to

remove parts of the p*-GaAs cap layer and grow an oxide layer

to cover the whole area except the twin stripes. Wafer is

then covered with new photoresist and thinned to about 100

|im. A metallurgy of Ge(20 nm)/Au(40 nm)/Ni(30 nm)/Au(50 nm)

is evaporated on the substrate side and annealed at 430 C for

5 minutes to get n-type ohmic contact. Photoresist of AZ-1375

is spreaded to define p-contact patterns for the lift-off

process. At first, by using lift-off technique, Ni(60

nm)/Au(50 nm) are deposited sequentially to form the Ni-metal

contact for the 20 |lm stripe lasers. Following this step,

photoreisst AZ1375 is used again to define Au contact

pattern. A metallurgy of Au(80 nm)/Ni(50 nm)/Au(30 nm) is

sequentially evaporated and lift-off to get the Au-metal

contact for the 50 |J.m stripe lasers. Finally, diode lasers

are cleaved, soldered on the copper blocks and characterized.

^ -3 Dua l Wc^velength T ,a se rs Experiment ResTilts and Di.snns.^inn

Figure 4.2 shows the top view and the side view of the

twin stripe diode laser after being soldered and bonded on
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the copper block. The measured current (I) versus voltage (V)

characteristics of the twin stripe diode lasers are shown in

Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b). As can be seen, both devices show

the same cutin voltage V^~1.4 Volts. At 1=50 mA, the

corresponding voltage value of the Ni contact laser is little

bit higher than that of Au contact laser (2.1 Volts versus

2.0 Volts), which could be attributed to the fact that Au

contact device has larger contact surface than that of Ni

contact laser. Figure 4.3(c) shows the I-V characteristic

measured between Au contact electrode and Ni contact

electrode. Even at high voltage V=12 volts, the current-flow

between these two electrodes is very small (< 20 \LA) and

indicates good electric isolation between these two diode

lasers

.

The measured pulsed P versus I characteristics of the

twin stripe diode lasers are plotted in Figure 4.4. At room

temperature the slope efficiency T)^ and threshold current I^j,

of the diode laser with cavity length L=350 \Lm are T|g(Au)=0.55

mW/mA per facet, I^^(Au)=45 mA and 1]^ (Ni) =0 . 18 mW/mA per facet,

I^^(Ni)=105 mA respectively. At current 1=150 mA, more than 8

mW/facet output power from the Ni contact laser and more than

50 mW/facet from the Au contact laser can be obtained. The P-

I characteristics are comparable to those data reported

before [Aiki76, Boua82, Saka82, Dutt86] . The lasing

wavelengths of the twin stripe diode laser at injection

current 1-1.5 I^^, are shown in Figure 4.5. At 1^=160 mA and
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l2=0 mA, only the Ni contact laser can lase with the emission

wavelength X^=91^ nm. While at li=0 mA and l2=65 rtiA only the Au

contact laser can lase with the lasing wavelength X2=967 nm.

When 1^=160 mA and l2=65 mA, both laser can lase with X,i=914 nm

and A.2=967 nm, respectively. Therefore a monolithic diode

laser with dual wavelength emission capability has been

successfully demonstrated by using contact reflectivity

effect on the thin p-clad diode laser for the first time.

This method of achieving dual wavelength operation is much

simpler and more reliable than the other approaches as stated

in Section 4.1.

To further check the lasing characteristics of the twin

stripe diode laser, near field emission patterns are observed

under three different injection current conditions. Figure

4.6(a) shows the near field pattern of the Ni contact laser

at Ii=120 mA and l2=0 mA. Figure 4.6(b) is the near field

pattern of the Au contact laser at li=0 mA and l2=60 mA. Under

these independent operating conditions, no significant

spontaneous emission radiated from the unpumped stripe region

is observed and indicates a negligible leakage current

between these two devices which is consistent with the

results shown in Figure 4.3 (c) . Figure 4.6(c) shows the near

field pattern as 1^=120 mA and l2=60 mA. No significant light

intensity increase is found in each individual diode laser as

compared to the results of Figure 4, 6 (a) and Figure 4.6(b).
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This also demonstrates that these two devices can be operated

independently.

4 . 4 Thermal Resistance Improvements

Low thermal resistance are essential for diode lasers to

increase the CW operation temperature and maximize CW output

power [Jone75]. Thick Au heat spreader is found to play an

important role for improving thermal resistance of diode

laser when soldered with epi-side up configuration [Joyc75].

To have thick Au deposited on the top of p-contact of diode

lasers, Au plating is the quick and economic method. Two

important points are found to be crucial for obtaining thick

Au when using Au plating technique: (1) the thickness of

photoresist (PR) for the patterns defined and (2) the

conditions used for Au plating. In this study, ~5 |ijn thick

photoresist is obtained by spreading PR AZ1375 three times at

4000 RPM for 30 seconds each time. In addition, an optimal

pulsed Au plating condition (pulse width 700 ^.sec.) is

obtained to have thick Au heat spreader. The evolution of the

optimal Au plating condition as a function of time is shown

in Figure 4.7. It is found that the initial condition is

important for obtaining good quality thick Au film, where Au

plating current density and repetition rate must be adjusted

appropriately to avoid too high values used. Moreover, Au

thickness obtained does not only depends on the plating time

but also depends on the plating conditions and Au density
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inside the plating solution. Normally, the plating conditions

shown in Figure 4.7 will give one 4-5 Hm Au thickness. By

following the Au plating process as shown in Figure 4.7,

diode lasers are Au plated, cleaved, soldered and

characterized

.

Figure 4.8 (a) is the schematic diagram of the Au heat

spreader designed for the experiments where the separation

between each individual Au heat spreader is important for the

diode laser cleaving process. The finished top view of the

heat spreader on the p-contact metal is shown in Figure

4.8(b). Figure 4.9 shows the CW P-I characteristics of 5-|J.m

stripe, thin p-clad diode lasers with and without thick Au

(~7 Hm) heat spreader (HS) . It is interesting to note that

the linear P-I performance of sample without heat spreader is

less than 100 mW output power, however the sample with heat

spreader shows a linear P-I performance up to 150 mW. In

addition, the maximum output power F^^^ significantly improves

from P„^^ (without HS) -150 mW to P^^Jwith HS) -220 mW. These

-50% improvements in both linear CW P-I performance and P* max

value apparently signify the important heat dissipation

effects provided by the thick Au heat spreader.

To further understand the influence of heat spreader on

the diode laser performance, we have to measure diode laser

thermal resistance. Figure 4.10 shows the setup used for the

thermal resistance measurements. The main principle for this

setup is to utilize the temperature dependence of refractive

index n within the laser waveguide. The advantage of this
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measurement setup is that no preliminary calibration

measurement is required and only a null measurement of the

exact wavelength of a single Fabry-Perot mode is made for the

R^^ determination [Paol75] . In this study, diode lasers are

driven at a constant current near threshold with 2

|lsec constant pulse width. The temperature of laser resonator

is controlled by varying the input current duty cycle through

the change of its repetition rate. The variations of laser

temperature can cause lasing wavelength shift. The wavelength

shift due to the temperature change from T+AT to T can be

expressed as

AK?=Ke (T+AT) (T) = (dA./dT) AT (4.4.1)

where AA^p is the Fabry-Perot mode shift due to the variation

of refractive index, X^p(1+AT) , X^g{T) are the modes

corresponding to the refractive index at temperature T+AT and

T respectively.

From the laser oscillation condition, the wavelength X, can be

written as

^2nL/q (4.4.2)

where q is an integer and L is laser cavity length.

Therefore, A^^p can be expressed as

AXf,p={d(2nL/q) /dT}AT=(>./n) (dn/dT)AT (4.4.3)

From equation (4.4.3), if we assume the refractive index

change of In^Ga^.^As (x~0.15) quantum well is the same as that
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of GaAs as (dn/dT) =4x10"" [Mar 64], then we can get A\,p/AT~1.1

A/K. Since the width of a Fabry-Perot mode near threshold can

be less than 0.2 A/K, the wavelength of a single longitudinal

mode is a sensitive indicator of the temperature of the laser

resonator [Paol75]. Figure 4.11(a), (b) and (c) show the

wavelength shifts of the Fabry-Perot modes of 50 |ijn stripe

width diode laser at different duty cycles and heat sink

temperature. The wavelength shift of the selected Fabry-Perot

mode is compensated by the drop of heat sink temperature AT„g.

Since the heat sink temperature change is a linear function

of duty cycle [Paol75], one can obtain the temperature change

AT^,, by measuring AT^j only to certain value (<100 %) of duty

cycle and get the temperature rise AT^,,^ from the plot of AT^g

versus duty cycle. Figure 4.12 is the result of heat sink

temperature change as a function of operation duty cycle for

the 50 |im stripe lasers with and without thick Au heat

spreader. In this plot, AT^^^ is obtained by elongating the

linear relationship to 100% duty cycle and get the

corresponding intercept A^^^^ value i.e. AT^^. After the

temperature rise AT^^ is determined, thermal resistance of

the laser can be calculated from AT^„=R^,,P^^ [Paol75], where P^

is the average supplied electrical power given by the current

I times the diode voltage V. Figure 4.13 is a typical plot of

I-V and CW P-I characteristics for the thin p-clad SQW 50 ^Im

stripe diode laser. Since the selected operating current for

R,^ measurement is close to the threshold current, the

radiative output power is only a small fraction of the input
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power, one can get P^^ value directly from Figure 4.13 and

calculate R^^. From the measurements, the thermal resistance

for the sample with heat spreader and without heat spreader

as shown in Figure 4.12 are R^„(w/HS)=70 C/W and R^^^^w/o

HS)=102 C/W respectively. Obviously, samples with heat

spreader can have less thermal resistance than those without

heat spreader.

In order to check the dependence of thermal resistance

on the thickness of heat spreader, wide stripe (50 |Xm) thin

p-clad lasers are deposited with various thickness of Au heat

spreader and thermal resistance measured as stated above.

Figure 4.14 shows the measured variations of thermal

resistance of diode laser as a function of Au plating

thickness. It is noted that thermal resistance decreases

significantly for the first 7~8 |lm Au heat spreader thickness

and becomes gradually saturated when Au thickness is thicker

than 8 |im.

Since diode laser performance is temperature dependent,

threshold current I^j, of diode laser can be normally expressed

as I^h (T) -exp (T/T^) , where is the characteristic temperature

of diode laser. We are interested in understanding if there

is any relationship between diode laser thermal resistance

and its temperature related performance. To check this point,

diode lasers with different thermal resistance are measured

at various temperature (from 20 C to 80 C) in both pulsed and

CW operation. Figure 4.15 shows the variations of laser

characteristic temperature T„ as function of thermal
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resistance when operated in pulse and CW conditions. For both

pulsed and CW operations the characteristic temperatures

remain relatively flat when thermal resistance is less than

80 C/W. As thermal resistance becomes larger than 80 C/W, the

associated values start to decrease gradually.

Additionally, due to the heat effect from the CW operation,

the average characteristic temperature is ~ 15 C lower than

that of pulsed operation. The measured dependence of pulsed

and CW differential quantum efficiency (dQE) on the heat sink

temperature of diode lasers with different thermal resistance

R^h= 44 C/W, 57 C/W and 96 C/W are shown in Figure 4.16. In

the pulsed operation, the dQE values show a weak function of

heat sink temperature and no significant thermal-resistance

dependence is observed. However, in the CW operation,

differential quantum efficiency of diode laser shows a great

dependence on heat sink temperature as well as the thermal

resistance. The dQE value of laser with Rth=96 C/W decreases

significantly as the heat sink temperature is beyond 60 C.

This pronounced decrease in differential quantum efficiency

could be due to the increase of non-radiative Auger

recombination [Dutt83] or carrier leakage over heterobarriers

[Good75, DuttSl] for the high R^,, diode laser when operated at

high temperature CW condition.

In summary, thin p-clad diode lasers with a two-stripe

configuration emitting dual wavelengths through the control

of the contact reflectivity are successfully demonstrated for
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the first time. The fabrication process of this dual

wavelength diode laser is much simpler and more reliable than

those approaches used before. Based on this experiment

results, one can design a thin p-clad diode laser with

several emission energy levels inside the single quantum well

and select the suitable contact metal to control the emission

wavelength to obtain a monolithic multiple wavelength

emission diode laser. Additionally, thermal resistance was

found to play an important role for diode lasers operating at

high temperature in CW condition. Laser performance can be

greatly improved by reducing its thermal resistance through

the deposition of thick Au heat spreader. However, both the

characteristic temperature T^, and differential quantum

efficiency dQE show very weak dependence on the thermal

resistance when diode laser is in pulsed operation.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of dual wavelength diode laser
structure used in this study. The details of the epi-
layer thickness and the associated compositions are the
same as those shown in Figure 2.1,
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(a)

Figure 4.2 (a) The top view and (b) side view of dual
wavelength InGaAs SQW diode laser after soldered and
bonded on the copper block
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Figure 4.3 Measured I-V characteristics of dual wavelength
emission InGaAs SQW (a) Au contact and (b) Ni contact
diode lasers. The I-V characteristics between both
lasers are also shown in (c)

.
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Figure 4.3 -Continued.
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Figure 4.4 Measured pulsed output power versus input current
characteristics of dual wavelength InGaAs SQW diode
laser

.
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Figure 4,5 The measured lasing wavelength of the dual
wavelength InGaAs SQW diode laser when operated at
different input current conditions where Ij^ and are
the same as those shown in Figure 4.1.
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(b)

Figure 4.6 Measured near-field distributions of dual
wavelength emission InGaAs SQW diode laser when
operated at (a) (Ni) =1 . 1 I^,,,, l2(Au)=0, (b) Ii(Ni)=0,
l2(Au)=l.l and (c) Ii(Ni)=l.l I,,^, l2(Au)=l.l I^,,.
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in the deposition of thick Au heat spreader.
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Au heat spreader

(b)

Figure 4.8 (a) Schematic diagram of Au heat spreader
patterns, (b) The outlook of finished Au heat spreader
on the top of thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers,
where Au heat spreader thickness is ~5 ^m.
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400

Input current (mA)

Figure 4 . 9 Total CW output power versus input current
characteristics for 5-|im stripe thin p-clad InGaAs SQW
diode lasers with heat spreader and without heat
spreader, where heat spreader thickness is ~7 |im.
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0.50m GRATING SPECTROMETER

Figure 4.10 Schematic diagram of thermal resistance R^^

measurement setup used in the experiments.
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(b)

Figure 4.11 The variations of the Fabry-Perot mode shifts
in 50 |J.m stripe width, 500 cavity length, InGaAs SQW
diode laser measured by using the setup shown in Figure
4.10, where laser is operated at I~l.l I^^ and, (a)

Ths=21.8 C, 40 % duty cycle, (b) T„s=21.8 C, 20 % duty
cycle and (c) Ths=24.8 C, 40 % duty cycle. The vertical
central line is used as the referenced line for the
thermal resistance measurements.
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Figure 4.11 -Continued.
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Figure 4.12 The measured heat sink temperature (T„g) rise as
a function of duty cycle for the 50 \Lm stripe width
thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers with and without Au
heat spreader. The dashed lines are the extensions of
the linear relationship to obtain the AT^,, value from
the intersect points at 100 % duty cycle respectively.
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Figure 4.13 Typical CW P-I and I-V characteristics of 50 ^Im

stripe width, Au contact, thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode
laser

.
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CHAPTER 5

p*-GaAs CAP LAYER THICKNESS EFFECTS

5 . 1 Introduction

In previous chapters we have described the influence of

contact reflectivity on the thin p-clad diode laser

performance and several diode laser fabrication advantages of

this interesting structure. However, since the p-cladding

layer is only 250 nm thick and, especially, the associated

refractive index value at the lasing wavelength for the cap

layer is very close to that of quantum well, the p'^-GaAs cap

layer thickness could substantially affect the diode laser

behavior [Suem75] . In our continuous work on this thin p-clad

(250 nm) laser structure, we have found that both wide stripe

and narrow stripe lasers with 200 nm p'"-GaAs cap layer show a

long time delay between the application of an excitation

current pulse and the onset of stimulated emission [Wu96a]

.

In addition, this lasing delay time becomes shorter as the

input current increases. Besides the lasing time delay

characteristics, threshold current of this thick p-cap (200

nm) laser is abnormally high and show strong dependence on

91
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the period of the excitation current on-time. Moreover, as

the cap layer thickness is reduced below 170 nm, diode laser

performance improves significantly and no lasing delay is

observed for the wide stripe lasers. For the narrow stripe

300 ridge-height lasers, stripe width (w) becomes an

important factor in determining diode laser performance. Long

time lasing delay behaviors are observed for the 6-|Jin stripe-

width lasers and Q-switching lasing performances are obtained

for both 3.5-|J.m stripe-width and 2.5-|lm stripe-width lasers.

However, when stripe width is reduced to w=1.5 |Xm, neither

long time lasing delay nor Q-switching performance is found.

In Section II, diode laser structure used in this study is

presented. Also included are the theoretical calculation

results of optical confinement factor F and modal loss a.^ of

thin p-clad laser structure. The gain-guided device

fabrication process, experimental results and discussions are

described in Section III. In Section IV, the details of

fabricating process for narrow stripe, 300 nm ridge-height

lasers and performance characterized are presented.

5 . 2 Laser Structure and Theoretical Calculations

Figure 5.1 shows the thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode laser

structure used in this study, where the quantum well

thickness is 80 A and p^'-GaAs cap layer thickness t is 200 nm.

As mentioned before, the increase of cap layer thickness

could substantially affect diode laser performance, in order
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to check this point the optical confinement factor and the

corresponding modal loss of the laser structure shown in

Figure 5.1 are calculated as a function of p^'-GaAs cap layer

thickness t. In the computations, a lasing wavelength of 950

nm and shiny Au metal with refractive index of 0.174 - i

5.691 [Gray72] used as the p-contact are assumed. The

calculated results are shown in Figure 5.2. In this plot, it

is noticed that T and remain relatively flat upto t ~100 nm

and then changes slowly when t is increased from 100 nm to

140 nm. In addition, when t is increased beyond 140 nm, the

modal loss increases quickly and the optical confinement T

decreases significantly. At 200 nm cap layer thickness, modal

loss ttj^ is increased to ~66 cm"^ and optical confinement

factor r becomes as small as ~0 . 4 %. The calculated results

indicate that much more material gain is required for thin p-

clad lasers to reach threshold condition if the p-cap layer

thickness is changed from t = 100 nm to t=200 nm. This

speculation could also be seen from the calculated near field

intensity distributions as shown in Figure 5.3, where the

peak intensity in the quantum well decreases quickly with the

increase of t (t>150) and becomes smaller than that in the p-

cap layer when t is thicker than 175 nm. As p-cap thickness

is continuously increased to t=200 nm, most of the near field

intensity is "coupled" inside the p-cap layer. Consequently,
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a very small value of F and a large are obtained as shown

in Figure 5.2.

5 . 3 Long Time Lasing Delay in Gain-Guided Lasers

To check diode laser performance, gain-guided lasers

with stripe width w=50, 25, 10 and 5 are fabricated, where

non-alloyed Au and alloyed Ge/Au/Ni/Au metallurgy are used as

the p-type and n-type contact respectively. Diode lasers with

various cavity length are then soldered on the In coated

copper blocks and characterized at room temperature.

Figure 5.4 shows the pulsed output power (P) versus

input current (I) characteristics of thin p-clad gain-guided

diode lasers with 325 |im cavity length and different stripes

when measured at 2 fisec pulse width and 1 KHz repetition

rate. As can be seen from this plot, a lot of spontaneous

emission occurs for all samples before the stimulated

emission starts. In addition, threshold currents are

abnormally high and slope efficiencies are much smaller (<

0.10 mW/mA) than those of lasers fabricated with normal p-cap

layer thickness (100 nm) . From the plot of inverse slope

efficiency r\^'^ versus cavity length L, a measured modal loss

of ~64 cm'^ is obtained, which is in good agreement with

the calculated results.

As stated in Section 5.1, these diode lasers show long

time delay between the excitation of current pulse and the
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start of stimulated emission. To find out this point, lasers

with various stripe widths are measured at a constant

repetition rate: IK Hz and different pulse widths: 2, 4, 6,

8, 10 and 12 |isec. All the samples show similar lasing delay

behaviors and the lasing delay time decreases as the input

current increases. Figure 5 . 5 (a) -5 . 5 (d) show the variations

of the time response (upper trace) of a 50 \lm stripe, 500 |Xm

cavity gain-guided thin p-clad InGaAs SQW laser when a

current pulse I (lower trace) with 12 |lsec pulse width and 1

KHz repetition rate is applied. At 1=900 mA, the lasing delay

time is -10 |isec . and then decreases to ~5 )lsec . when I is

increased to -1100 mA. In addition to the lasing delay, we

have found that lasing threshold currents of diode lasers are

greatly dependent on the period of input current on-time X.

Figure 5 . 6 (a) -5 . 6 (d) show the measured X dependent lasing

behaviors (upper trace) of a 50 )lm stripe width diode laser,

where the lasing output power is kept constant at -5

mW/facet. Two interesting results are observed from the

measurements :( 1 ) the input current I for having the same

output power decreases remarkably from I -1600 mA to I -1000

mA as X is increased from 2 [Lsec to 8 |lsec and then remains

unchanged as x is beyond 12 |lsec . However, if x is increased

upto very high value, due to heating effect, stimulated

emission would not occur. (2) The spontaneous emission

intensity decreases as X is increased. Figure 5.7 (a) and (b)



show the schematic diagram of the lasing delay phenomena and

the measured dependence of threshold T on the input current

for diode lasers with 500 M.m cavity length and various stripe

width: 5, 10, 25 and 50 |lm, respectively. For the 50 |J.m

stripe width laser, the averaged current decreases

significantly from -1000 mA to -720 mA (-28 % reduction) as

the threshold input current pulse on-time is increased from 2

^sec to 12 |lsec. For the 5 |lm stripe width laser, the

averaged current decreases from -280 mA to -220 mA (-21 %

reduction) when the threshold input current on-time T^t,

increases from 2 [Lsec to 12 |lsec. The possible reason for the

difference of threshold current improvements between 50 |Xm

stripe laser and 5 |J.m stripe laser could be due to the higher

current spreading effects from the 5 |lm stripe laser than

that of the 50 |lm stripe laser [Yone73] .

The calculated results of Figure 5.2 indicate that thin

p-clad laser structure with 200 nm p-cap layer shows small

optical confinement factor F and large modal loss . To

understand what is the dominant cause for the abnormal lasing

delay performance in wide stripe gain-guided quantum well

diode laser, both thick p-clad and thin p-clad InGaAs SQW

gain-guided diode lasers with thin (100 nm) p'^-GaAs cap layer

thickness are fabricated and characterized. Moreover, wide

stripe thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode laser with less shiny Ni

contact are measured and used as the large modal loss

referenced sample for comparison. Table 5.1 shows the
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measured results of lasing delay behaviors of various stripe

width, gain-guided InGaAs SQW lasers, where sample L978 is

thick p-clad (1300 nm) laser with 100 nm p-cap layer, sample

L979 and sample L529 are thin p-clad (250 nm) lasers with 100

nm p-cap layer and sample L980 is thin p-clad (250 nm) laser

with 200 nm (structure as shown in Figure 5.1). It is noticed

from this table that lasing delay occurs for the narrow

stripe (<10 |J.m) gain-guided SQW lasers of all three sample

types and is independent of the optical confinement factor F

and modal loss . However, for the wide stripe lasers, only

samples fabricated from laser structure (L980) with small

optical confinement F ~ 0.4 % have the unusual lasing delay

behaviors. The comparison between sample L980 and L529 also

clearly indicates that the decrease of optical confinement

induced by the increase of p*-GaAs cap layer thickness in the

thin p-clad of laser structure is the main cause of the

abnormal lasing delay observed in the wide stripe single

quantum well laser. This statement is also indirectly

consistent with the experiment results observed in double

heterostructure (DH) lasers [Dyme72], where optical

confinement factor F is big and no lasing delay obtained.

Injection carriers induced refractive index changes of

active region have been shown important in determining the

lasing delay behaviors of semiconductor lasers [Grun74,

Thom74, Nune77]. In addition, this index change was found as
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a function of current pulse time and injection current

density [Nune77]. For the InGaAs quantum well, carrier-

induced refractive index depression larger than 0.5 has also

been reported [Shie89] . To see how the refractive index

change of active region An^^^^^g could affect diode laser

performance, the variations of optical confinement factor F

and the associated modal loss are calculated for the laser

structure shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.8 shows the

calculated dependence of optical confinement factor and modal

loss on An^^^^yg, where two different p-cap layer thickness

t = 100 nm and t=200 nm are considered. For the 200 nm p-cap

layer device, both the optical confinement factor and modal

loss show strong dependence on An^^^^^g. When An^^^^^^ is changed

from An3j,j^yg =-0.2 to An^^j.^^^ = +0.2, the associated optical

confinement factor changes from 0.21 % to 0.81 % and modal

loss changes from 72 cm'^ to 52 cm"^ . For the 100 nm p-cap

layer device, under the same variations of An^^^j^^^ the

corresponding optical confinement factor changes from ~2 % to

2.7 % and modal loss shows a relatively small change from ~4

cm"'^ to 2 cm"''. The combined variations of optical confinement

factor and modal loss due to the change of An^^^^^g could lead

to a dramatic difference in threshold material gain g^^ for

the two different laser types to reach threshold conditions.

Figure 5.9 is the calculated results of threshold quantum

well gain g^^, as a function of refractive index change of

active region An^^^^^g for diode lasers with 100 nm, 200 nm p-



cap layer thickness, where a cavity length L=500 |im and a

facet reflectivity of 0.3 are assumed. It is noticed from

Figure 5.9 that g^^, changes significantly for the laser with

200 nm p-cap layer from (^"active^ 2.7x10^ cm"^ to

gth(An,,,,,,= -0.2) -4.5x10^ cm"^ and g,, (An,,,,,, = +0.2) -0.94x10^

cm'^ when An,,,,,, changes from 0 to -0.2 and +0.2, respectively.

In contrast, under the same variations of An,,,,,,, only a small

amount of g^^, change from gth ('^"active^ -0.2)= 1400 cm"^ to

g^f, (An3^,,,g= +0.2)= 970 cm'^ is found for the 100 nm p-cap layer

laser. The dramatic difference of An^^-^i^yg-dependent g^^,

variations between the 100 nm p-cap layer laser and 200 nm p-

cap layer device are consistent with the experimental results

shown in Table 1. This is because the variations of g,^ caused

by An^^^i^g of 100 nm p-cap laser is so small that 1,^ could

remain relatively unchanged during the whole current pulse of

measurements and no lasing delay is obtained. However, for

the 200 nm p-cap laser, the variation of g^^, induced by An^^^^^

is very big that 1,^, could be changed dramatically at

different input current on-time and causes lasing delay

behaviors

.

To explain the unusual lasing delay behaviors of wide

stripe SQW lasers, the model proposed by Nunes et al. [Nune77]

for the SH diode lasers is adopted, where the refractive

index of the active region is primarily affected by three

different factors: (1) the injection carriers, (2) the gain-

guiding confinement and (3) the heating of active region.

Factor (1) could results in a negative increase of refractive
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index of quantum well while factor (2) and (3) could cause a

positive refractive index change. The combination of these

three factors could result in a great variation of An^^^j^^^ when

input current pulse width T and the injection current density

J are changed. Figure 5.10 shows the schematic diagram of the

lasing delay model used to explain the experimental results.

In this Figure, at some constant current density J^, the

refractive index change due to the injection carriers could

dominate An^^^^^^ at the initial current on-time T^^ and causes a

depression of An^^^^^g, causing lasing mode overlap with quantum

well gain to decrease and lasing mode overlap with loss in Au

to increase, hence, higher g^,, is required for lasers to start

the stimulated emission. If the quantum well gain is not

sufficient to overcome total loss, laser could not reach

threshold condition. As X continues to increase, An^j.^^^^ could

become positive, causing lasing mode overlap with quantum

well gain to increase and lasing mode overlap with loss in Au

to decrease, and less g^^, is needed to reach threshold

condition. Stimulated emission could begin if the laser

quantum well gain is large enough to compensate the total

loss and lasing delay occurs. Consequently, the lasing

threshold of diode laser strongly depends on the current on-

time, in other words, the threshold behaviors of lasers are

input current on-time dependent. On the other hand, at

certain current on-time Xj, An^^^^^^ could be dominated by the
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injection carriers at some injection current density and

cause a negative value of An^^^^^^, hence higher g^^ is required

to reach threshold condition and no stimulated emission is

obtained if the material gain is not equal to the total loss.

At higher injection current density Jj, the heating effects of

active region could dominate the index change of quantum well

and An3<,ji^g could be increased in the positive direction. At

this point, less g^^ is needed for reaching threshold

condition and laser could start lasing at some time point

before if the laser material gain is well above the total

loss. As a result, lasing delay would become shorter as the

input current density increases.

In Section 5.2 we have shown that optical confinement

factor r as well as modal loss could be significantly

improved by decreasing the p*^-GaAs cap layer thickness of

thin p-clad laser structure and lead to an improvement

potential of diode laser performance. To check this point,

wide stripe (50 \im) thin p-clad diode lasers with three

different p-cap layer thickness: 170±5 nm, 130±5 nm and 70±5

nm are fabricated with non-alloyed shiny Au and alloyed

Ge/Au/Ni/Au as the p-contact and the n-contact . The various

p-cap layer thickness is performed by etching away part of

the 200 nm p^-GaAs cap layer shown in Figure 5.1 through the

utilization of pulsed anodic oxidation technique [Grov94] and

MIF 312 developer to strip off the remaining anodic oxide.

Lasers with various cavity length are cleaved, soldered on In
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coated copper blocks and characterized. Figure 5.11 shows the

variations of pulsed threshold currents as a function of

cavity length for samples with different p-cap layer

thickness when measured at 2 |Xsec current pulse width and

1000 Hz repetition rate. It is interesting to see that

threshold currents 1^^ decrease tremendously as p-cap layer

thickness is reduced from 200 nm to -130 nm and then slowly

decrease when p-cap layer thickness is reduced further. In

addition, the increase rate of 1^^ with cavity length is much

smaller for the lasers with thin p-cap layer thickness (< 170

nm) than that of devices with 200 nm p-cap layer thickness.

The decrease of lasing threshold behavior is well consistent

with our predictions as shown in Figure 5.2, where the

improvements of optical confinement factor T as well as the

modal loss could directly result in a great reduction of

diode laser threshold performance as described in equation

(2.2.11). Another important feature is that no lasing delay

is observed for the wide stripe lasers during the

measurements. This again indicates a significant improvement

of optical confinement from the decrease of p-cap layer

thickness. The decrease of modal loss with the reduction of

p-cap layer thickness shown in Figure 5.2 could also be

checked from the measurements of laser slope efficiency TJ^ at

various laser cavity lengths. Figure 5.12 is the measured

modal loss of thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers as a

function p''-GaAs cap layer thickness. The dashed line in this
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plot is the computation results for comparison. As can be

seen from the measured points of this figure, the modal loss

decreases rapidly from =64 cm'^ to a^=3i cm~^ when p-cap

thickness is decreased from 200 nm to -170 nm. At ~130 nm p-

cap layer, the measured modal loss is ~8 cm"^ and changes

slowly to ~3 cm'^ as p-cap layer thickness is reduced further

to -70 nm. The measured results are in good agreement with

the theoretical predictions.

5 . 4 Long Time Lasing Delay and O-Switching Lasing Delay in
Narrow stripe. 300 nm Ridge-Height Lasers.

It has been reported that lasing delay behaviors of

narrow stripe quantum well lasers can be eliminated if there

is a built-in guide along the junction plane with an

effective refractive index step greater than lO"'' [Prin85] . In

addition, strong waveguiding effects obtained by using thin

p-clad structure to fabricate narrow stripe (5 \lm) index-

guided lasers with performance comparable to those of

conventional thick p-clad lasers have been demonstrated

[Wu95] . For similar thin p-clad laser structure with 200 nm

p-cap layer thickness studied in this chapter we are

interested in understanding whether the strong waveguiding

effects of narrow stripe lasers could be obtained to

eliminate lasing delay by simply removing parts of the

outside stripe material.

In Section 5.2 and 5.3 we have demonstrated that the

variations of p-cap layer thickness could substantially
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change the waveguiding of thin p-clad laser structure.

Consequently, the behaviors of ridge waveguide lasers

fabricated from thin p-clad material with 200 nm p-cap layer

should be quite different from that of ridge-guide lasers

fabricated from thin p-clad material with 100 nm p-cap layer.

The difference in effective refractive index ( lateral index

step ) between the ridge region and the out side-ridge region

An is normally used in designing ridge-guide lasers [Agra84]

.

Therefore, it is interesting to calculate An as a function of

ridge height ( the amount of epitaxial material removed in

defining the ridge ) for thin p-clad configuration. In the

computations, it is assumed that the p"'"-GaAs cap layer, the

p-AlxGai-xAs graded-layer and part of the p-clad layer of the

outside-ridge region are removed and replaced with a native

oxide, the whole structure being covered with Au . A lasing

wavelength of 950 nm, an oxide refractive index of 1.8 and a

Au refractive index of 0.174-15.691 are also assumed in the

computations. Figure 5.13 shows the calculated An as a

function of ridge height (distance measured from the top of

p-cap layer on the stripe region to the top of p-clad layer

on the outside stripe region) when various oxide values are

used as the current blocking layers. As can be found from

this plot that a calculated effective refractive index step

An as high as 3.3x10"^ is obtained when the outside stripe p'^-

GaAs cap layer is totally removed. This An value is -10 times

larger than that calculated from thin p-clad laser structure

with p-cap layer 100 nm (as shown in Figure 3.1 (a) ) . As a
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result, strong waveguiding effects are expected for the

narrow stripe lasers when fabricated from this thin p-clad QW

laser structure. Besides the An computations, we also

calculate the lateral far field intensity distributions of

diode lasers with different stripe widths. In the

computations, a three layer waveguide structure is assumed

and the associated refractive index values are quoted from

the calculated effective refractive index of the stripe

region and outside stripe region. The calculated results are

shown in Figure 5.14, where various stripe width w=l, 2, 3

and 5 |i.m are concerned. It is noticed from this plot that

single lateral lobe of far field pattern could be obtained

when stripe width w is not wider than 2 jim. At w=3 )Xm, a

double lobe pattern is obtained while at w=5 |i.m a triple lobe

occurs

.

To fabricate narrow stripe diode lasers, 6 \lm, 3.5 |lm,

2.5 |lm and 1.5 |lm stripe width on 500 \im centers are defined

by using standard photolithography technique. Ridge-guided

laser structures are formed by etching away the outside

stripe p^-GaAs cap layer material through the chemical

solution of 1 NH^OH + 1 H^Oj + 50 H^O for -35" and followed by

a anodic oxidation ~4' to grow oxide on the outside stripe

region. The resultant ridge height is -300 nm after measured

by Dektak. Wafer is then thinned to - 100 \lm and deposited

with alloyed Ge/Au/Ni/Au and nonalloyed Au as n-type and p-

type contact respectively. Lasers with various cavity length
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are cleaved, soldered on the In coated copper blocks and

characterized

.

Table 5.2 shows the suminarized results of narrow stripe

diode lasers with cavity length L=500 |lm and different stripe

width when measured at 2 |lsec . current pulse width and 1000

Hz repetition rate. It is interesting to find that all

measured sample types except the 1.5 |lm stripe-width sample

show either Q-switching or long time lasing delay performance

[Ripp74] . Additionally, threshold currents for the samples

with lasing delay behaviors are quite high as compared with

the results presented in Chapter 3 and then decreases quickly

when stripe width is decreased to w=l . 5 |J.m. The 6 Jim stripe-

width sample shows high average threshold current 1^^ ~250 mA

and long time lasing delay behaviors similar to those

observed in the gain-guided lasers. For the samples with

either 2.5 |lm or 3.5 \im stripe-width, a transition from Q-

switching to long time lasing delay performance are observed

during the measurements . The average threshold currents for

both sample types are I^f,(w=2.5 ^im) ~80 mA and Ij^(w=3.5

|lm)~180 mA respectively. Figure 5.15 (a) -(d) shows the

evolution of lasing behaviors of the 2.5 |lm stripe-width

sample as a function of input current I, where the measured

condition is repetition rate: 1000 Hz, pulse width: 2 |i.sec.

At 1=80 mA, it is clear to see that stimulated emission

starts at the time pulse position corresponding to the ending

edge of the input current pulse i.e. Q-switching lasing

behavior. As the input current I is increased to 100 mA, both
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Q-switching and long time lasing delay occur at the same

time. When I is increased further to 120 mA, Q-switching

disappears and long time lasing delay dominates diode laser

performance. For the 1.5 |lm stripe-width laser, neither Q-

switching nor long time lasing delay is observed and

threshold current decreases dramatically as compared with the

samples with wider stripe width (I^j,(w=1.5 ^m)~25 mA vs

I^j, (w>2 . 5 |Xm) >80 mA) .

Possible explanation for the totally different lasing

behaviors between the various stripe-width samples could be

due to the different waveguiding effects caused by the

effective refractive index step An. From the calculated

results shown in Figure 5.13, at 300 nm ridge height the

associated lateral effective refractive index step is An

-3.5x10"^. For the 6 |im stripe-width sample the An -3.5x10"^

could be insufficient to provide strong waveguiding effects

to compensate the weak transverse waveguiding effects for

laser to operate at low threshold condition. For both 3.5 [im

stripe-width sample and w=2 . 5 |J.m stripe-width sample,

although the lateral waveguiding formed by the refractive

index step An is still weak to obtain index guiding, the

lateral optical confinement could be somehow improved such

that Q-switching performance is observed. Since it has been

theoretically studied that total loss of diode laser could

decrease faster than the gain and confinement so that

stimulated emission can occur at the end of current pulse

even though laser can not lase during the current pulse
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[Nune77] . We believe the large index step An= 3.5x10'^ in our

devices (lasers with stripe with w=2 . 5 and w=3.5 pm) could

somehow improve the optical confinement of laser waveguide

structure and make stimulated emission occur at the ending

edge of current pulse. The significant decrease of threshold

current of the 1.5 \im stripe-width laser lead us to believe

that the effective lateral refractive index step An= 3.5x10"^

could be sufficient to provide strong waveguiding effects to

overcome the drawback of small transverse optical confinement

as shown in Section 5.2. Since it is believed that

waveguiding effects in narrow stripe, ridge-guided lasers are

two dimensional properties (transverse and parallel to the

quantum well plane) and the waveguiding effect in each

dimension is related to that of the other. In order to check

this point, we have used the far-field measurement setup

(shown in Figure 3.3) to measure the far-field intensity

distributions of all four sample types. Figure 5.16 shows the

measured far-field intensity distributions of diode lasers

when measured at 1-1.3 1^^, with 10 |i,sec. current pulse, 10 KHz

repetition rate and room temperature. As can be seen from

this plot that a four-lobe pattern is obtained for the 6 |i.m

stripe-width sample. For the 3.5 |i.m stripe-width sample, a

triple lobe pattern with an unsymmetric side lobes is

observed. For the 2.5 \im stripe-width sample, a symmetric

double lobe pattern with a large separation is obtained. When

the input current or the current pulse width is increased,

each lobe is widen and the separation becomes smaller. For
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the 1.5 }i.m stripe-width laser, a single lobe pattern is found

during the measurement and remains single lobe pattern when

current pulse width is increased. The far-field intensity

distribution measurements indicate that An= 3.5x10'^ is

sufficient to provide strong lateral waveguiding effects for

the 1.5 |J.m stripe-width sample to overcome the weak

transverse waveguiding and operate with a single spatial mode

output. Figure 5.17 shows the measured room temperature CW P-

I characteristics of the 1.5 |im stripe-width laser. The

threshold current and differential quantum efficiency are I^h

-29 mA and r[^= 50 % respectively. The CW transverse

(perpendicular to the QW plane) and lateral far-field

intensity distributions when measured at 25 C and 1=1.3 I^^

are shown in Figure 5.18 (a) and (b) . It is noticed that both

transverse and lateral far field pattern show single lobe

behavior despite the transverse waveguiding is very weak. In

addition, the FWHM values of both lateral and transverse far

field are larger than those obtained before.

In summary, we have shown that p-cap layer thickness is

important in determining thin p-clad SQW diode laser

performance. At 200 nm p-cap layer thickness, lasing delay

occur in both wide stripe and narrow stripe gain-guided

lasers. As p-cap layer thickness is decreased, diode laser

performance could be dramatically improved and no lasing

delay are observed in the wide stripe diode lasers. The

lasing delay behaviors can be explained by the refractive
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index change of quantum well induced by the current pulse

time related injected carriers. In addition, at 1.5 ^im stripe

width, strong lateral waveguiding effects are sufficient to

overcome the deficit of transverse waveguiding and make laser

operate in low threshold regime

.
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Figure 5.1 Thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode laser structure with
80 A quantum well and thick p'^-GaAs cap layer t=200 nm
used in the p''-GaAs cap layer thickness effect study.
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(b)

Figure 5.5 Measured lasing delay characteristics of wide
stripe (50 |lm) thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode laser at
various input currents : (a) 800 mA, (b) 900 mA, (c) 1000
mA and (d)llOO mA, where the horizontal scale is H=2
Jlsec/div., vertical scales are 100 mV/div. (upper
trace), and V^=500 mA/div. (lower trace).
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Figure 5.5 -Continued.
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Figure 5.6 Measured input current pulse width dependent
lasing threshold characteristics of wide stripe (50
|im) thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode laser at pulse widths:
(a) 2 iisec, (b)4 ^sec, (c) 6 ^isec and (d) 8 ^isec where the
horizontal scale is H=2 |isec/div., vertical scales are
V^= 50 mV/div. (upper trace), and V^=500 mA/div. (lower
trace)
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Figure 5.6 -Continued.
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Lasing time

delay

Sample No. /V
Modal loss

and Optical

confinement factor

Gain-guided laser

stripe width

50 [im 25 |im 10 ^mi 5

L978 (thick p-clad)

Au contact: apl cm'^

r = 2.3 %
NO NO NO YES

L979 (thin p-clad)

Au contact: aj=3 cm'^

r = 2.3 %
NO NO NO YES

L980 (thin p-clad)

Au contact: ap66 cm'^

r = 0.4 %
YES YES YES YES

L529 (thin p-clad)

Ni contact: aj=70 cm"-'^

r = 2.3 %
NO

e 5.1 Comparison of measured lasing delay for various
gain-guided SQW lasers with stripe width: 50, 25, 10
and 5 |lm, where sample L978 is with 1300 nm p-cladding
layer and 100 nm p-cap layer; sample L979 and sample
L529 are with 250 nm p-cladding layer and 100 nm p-cap
layer; sample L980 is with 250 nm p-cladding layer and
200 nm p-cap layer.
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Index change of active region

Figure 5.8 Calculated variations of optical confinement
factor r and modal loss of thin p-clad InGaAs SQW
laser as a function of refractive index change of
active region An^^.^^^^, where p*-GaAs cap layer thickness
=100 nm and 200 nm are considered, respectively.
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Narrow stripe thin p-clad InGaAs SQW diode lasers

with 300 nm ridge height

Laser performance

stripe width: w

1.5 fj.m 2.5 )im 3.5 |im 6 ^m

average threshold

current: \^\^
25 mA 80 mA 170 mA 280 mA

Lasing delay

behavior
NO lasing

delay

Q-switching

to

long time
delay

Q-switching

to

long time
delay

long time
delay

Table 5.2 Summary of narrow stripe, thin p-clad SQW laser
performance when measured at 2 jlsec. current pulse width
and 1 KHz repetition rate, where the diode laser cavity
length is 500 )lm.
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V„=20 mV/div.

V^=50 mA/div.

V^=20 mV/div.

Vi=50 mA/div.

(b)

Figure 5.15 The evolution of lasing behavior from Q-
switching to long time lasing delay of a 2.5 [Lm stripe-
width thin p-clad InGaAs SQW laser with 300 nm ridge
height when measured at 2 |J,sec. current pulse width,
1000 Hz repetition rate and input current (a) 1=60 mA,
(b) 1=80 mA, (c) 1=100 mA, (d) 1=120 mA. The upper
trace and the lower trace are the optical power and
input current signal respectively. The horizontal scale
is 0.5 |lsec./div.
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Figure 5.15 -Continued.
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Figure 5.16 Normalized lateral far-field intensity
distributions of thin p-clad InGaAs SQW lasers with 300
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Input current (mA)

Figure 5.17 Measured room temperature CW output power versus
input current characteristics of a 1.5 \lm stripe-width,
thin p-clad InGaAs SQW laser with 300 nm ridge height.
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CHAPTER 6

SURFACE SENSITIVE LASER DIODES

6 . 1 Introduction

In chapter 5 we have shown that p'^-cap layer thickness

has great effects on the thin p-clad laser performance.

Especially, when the p*-cap layer thickness is thick (200 nm)

,

a significant part of the lasing mode could penetrate into

the p*-cap layer and make the laser lose the optical

confinement and behave abnormally. Therefore, with this thin

p-clad laser with thick p'^-cap layer configuration, the

interactions between the lasing mode and the thin film

material on the top of the p'^-cap layer should be stronger

than those of similar lasers with thin p*-cap layer (100 nm) .

This is because lasing mode confinement of the thin p-clad

laser with 100 nm p^-cap layer is much larger than that of

laser with 200 nm p*-cap layer. Additionally, we have also

shown that thin p-clad laser performance could be greatly

improved when the p^-cap layer thickness is decreased below

~170 nm [Wu96a] . Based on these results, the combinations of

using the 100 nm p-cap layer as the electron pumped section

134
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and the 200 nm p-cap layer as the surface sensitive section

into one laser structure could make it desirable to fabricate

a ^^surface sensitive" diode laser [Wu96b] . With this hybrid

laser structure, the application of the semiconductor diode

laser as a "sensor" could be possible. The laser structure

and the main design principle of the "surface sensitive"

device are presented in Section II. In Section III, the

details of the fabrication process of the SSLD are described.

The device characterizations of the SSLD are outlined in

Section IV.

6.2 Device Structure and Theoretical Calculations

The SSLD structure used in this study is shown in Figure

6.1, where the device is designed by inserting a thick p*-cap

section (t^ap nm) into a thin p^-cap layer laser (t^^p ~100 nm)

in which the "thick" p*-cap layer is used as the surface

sensitive section and the "thin" p^-cap layer as the electron-

pumped section. A thin film material with a variable

absorbing property at the lasing wavelength and t^^^^ thickness

is deposited on the top of the sensor section as a sensor

medium for the diode laser. The main operation principle of

this laser structure to be used as a surface sensitive laser

(SSLD) is to use shiny Au as the p-contact for the electron-

pumped sections and change the absorption property of the

deposited film through a chemical reaction between the
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absorbing film and the material to be sensed, which could

lead to changes of diode laser performance.

To check the effects of the absorbing material on the

top of the sensor section, we have calculated the modal loss

of the sensor section as a function of material loss a^^^^ of

the absorbing film at various absorbing film thickness tj^^^.

Figure 6.2 shows the calculated dependence of modal loss on

C'fiini St various film thickness: tjii„= 10 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm.

As can be seen from this plot, the modal loss of the sensor

section is a linear function of O.^^^^ and greatly depends on

tfiim- When tfj^„ is less than 50 nm and CCj^in is constant, modal

loss increases quickly with tfj^„ and becomes saturated when

tfiim is thicker than 100 nm.

Besides the effects caused by OL^i^^^, we are interested in

checking the influence of the p*-cap layer thickness t^^p on

the modal loss of the sensor section. The variations of the

modal loss of the sensor section are then calculated at

various t^^p and shown in Figure 6.3. In the computations, a

tfii„=100 nm and various a^^^^ of 0.2x10* cm"^, l.OxlO" cm"\

2.5x10^ cm'^ 5x10^ cm'^ are assumed. From this figure, we can

find that strong interactions between the lasing mode and the

absorbing film only occur when t^^^^ is larger than -150 nm, in

addition, a^^^^ has to be larger than 10000 cm"^ to generate

significant effects. The peak interactions occur around t =



180 nm. At constant t^^p= 200 nm, the modal loss is -86 cm'

when ttf^i^ is at lO" cm"^ and becomes as high as -190 cm"^ when

ttfii^ is changed to 2.5xl0\

In order to understand the threshold behavior of the

SSLD device, a Fabry-Perot model shown in Figure 6.4 is used

to model the surface sensitive laser diode performance. In

this plot, the laser cavity length L is devided into three

sections: two pumped sections (section 1 and section 3), L^^

and Lj,* and one unpumped section i.e. sensor section (section

2) L^. The associated real part and imaginary part of the

refractive index value of section i (i=l,2,3) is expressed as

n^ and n/ respectively. In order to simplify the calculation,

we assume a normal incidence case of the light intensity

inside the laser cavity. The power reflectivity and power

transmission coefficient when light intensity is passing from

region i to region j is denoted as R^^ and T^^ respectively,

where Rij=Rji and Tij=Tji=l-Ri^ . R^ and R3 are the power

reflectivity of the laser facets (R^=R3-0,32 in this case)

.

and represent the optical gain and modal loss of section i

(i=l,2,3) . At first, a lasing mode with power intensity I^

propagating from z=0 in the section 1 of laser cavity is

assumed. After the combined effects of optical gain and

modal loss in the cavity, part of the power intensity in

section 1 is transmitted into section 2. At z=L^ of the

section 2, the power intensity is l^. Similarly, part of the
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I

power intensity in section 2 is transmitted to the section 3

after passing through the sensor section. At z=Lj+L2 the

section 3, the power intensity becomes I3. At z=L^+L2+L3 in

this section, part of the power intensity is reflected and

becomes I4. After propagating L3 cavity length in the negative

z direction, part of the power intensity is transmitted into

the section 2 and becomes I5 at z=L-L3 in the section 2. At

z=L-L3-L2 in section 1, the transmitted power intensity from

section 2 is Ig. After propagating the cavity length in

section 1, part of the power intensity would be reflected

from the laser facet at z=L-L;^-L2-L3 in section 1 and becomes

I7. The associated power intensity 1^ (j=l to 7) can be

expressed as the following equations.

12 = Ii * e'^'i'^^'^i * (6.2.1)

13 = I2 * e"'2-«2)L2 * (6.2.2)

I, = I3 * e'=3~"^''^ * R3 (6.2.3)

I5 = I, * e'^^""3'^3 * T32 (6.2.4)

= I3 * e'=2-a2)L2 * T21 (6.2.5)

1, = 1, * e'=^-"^"^ * (6.2.6)

After a simple manipulation from equation (6.2.1) to

equation (6.2.6) and assume T^^=Tj^=T2 (i,j=l,2,3), one can

obtain the relationship between I, and as shown in equation

(6.2.7) .
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_ * g2((Gi-ai)Li+(G2-a2)L2+t=3-«3'L3] *
T2''

* * R3 (6.2.7)

Equation (6.2.7) can be further simplified, if the pumped

section is made of the same t^^p and G^=G^, a^=a^. At the laser

oscillating condition, I7 is equal to . Therefore, one can

obtain a closed form equation relating the optical gain with

a^, L2 and Lp^„p.

G, = a, + {[2a,L, + ln(—^)]/(2Lp,„p)} (6.2.8)

where Lp^^^p is the total pumped cavity length; Lpjj„p=L^+L3

In deriving equation (6.2.8), only the transmitted parts

of the power intensity at the junction between section 1 and

section 2, and the junction between section 2 and section 3

are considered, the reflected parts are ignored. This is

because the power reflectivity R^j (i,j = l,2,3) at the junction

is very small and can be negligible (this will be shown in

the following) . At threshold condition, the optical gain

should be equal to threshold mode gain G^^. Consequently, the

threshold mode gain G^^, of the SSLD can be expressed by the

following equation:

Gth = G, = a, + {[2a,L, + In (—^) ] / (2Lp,„p) } (6.2.9)
T2 R1R3
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As can be seen from equation (6.2.9), the threshold gain G^^

depends on both the SSLD geometrical parameters (Lp^^^p and L2)

and the modal loss in the pumped section as well as the

sensor section.

By using equation (6.2.9), one can get the G^^ value

required for the SSLD with various designed structure. For

example, we select the pumped section Lp^^p=850 \Xm, sensor

section L^^^^^^=150 [Lm and t^3p=200 nm. The complex effective

refractive index values of the sensor section and the pumped

section at 950 nm lasing wavelength are calculated as

n(sensor)= (n^, n/ ) = (3.32, j0.0027), n(pump)= (n^, n/) =

(3.263, jO. 000023), where we assume the sensor section is

covered with tj^^^=100 nm film (afj^^=5xl0'' cm'^) and the pumped

section with shiny Au . Under this condition, we can estimate

the power transmittance T^2=0. 999925 ~1 . Therefore, equation

(6.2.9) can be reduced as:

Gth = Gi = ai + { [2a2L2 + In (-^) ] / (2Lp^„p) } (6.2.10)

By substituting the calculated results of Figure 6.2 into

equation (6.2.10), we can obtain the dependence of threshold

mode gain G^^ on the variations of O.^^-^^ as shown in Figure 6.5,

in which the sensor section L3g„^g^=150 \lm and a modal loss a^=8

cm"^ [Wu94b] in the pumped sections are assumed. In this plot.
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we can find that G^^ increases monolithically with CL^^^^ and the

increasing rate becomes saturated as t^^^^ is thicker than 100

nm. Figure 6.6 shows the calculated variations of G^^ as a

function of t^^p by substituting the results of Figure 6.3 into

equation (6.2.10), where l^^^^^^^l^O |lm and tfii„=100 nm are

assumed. As can be seen from this plot, at t^3p=200 nm, G^^

could be changed from 34 cm"^ to 8 6 cm"^ when a^i^^ is increased

from ajii„=lxlO* cm'^ to (X^^^^ =5x10^ cm'^ . In addition to the

calculated effects caused by a^^^^ and t^^p, we are interested

in understanding the variations of G^^, at different pumped

cavity length Lp^^p. Figure 6.7 shows the dependence of G^^ on

the various pumped cavity length Lp^^p, where a t^3p=200 nm of

the sensor section and a tfii„=100 nm with different Clfii„ values

are considered. From this figure, with OL^^^^ < 10^ cm"^, we can

find that threshold mode gain G^j, increases quickly when Lp^,^

is shorter than 400 )lm. However, for larger CXfj^j^^, value (CX^j^^^^ >

2.5x10^ cm'^) , the calculated G^^ increases significantly as

^pump is decreased below 800 }im. At Lp^^p=850 \lm, G^^ could be

changed from 28 cm"^ to 87 cm"^ when (Xfii„ is increased from

0.5x10'' cm'^ to 5.0x10" cm'\ This indicates that threshold mode

gain required for lasers to reach threshold condition could

be very sensitive to the material loss OL^^^^ of the absorbing

film. Consequently, it is possible for us to fabricate a



surface sensitive laser diode (SSLD) by using the proposed

device structure as shown in Figure 6.1.

6 . 3 Device Fabrications

To fabricate surface sensitive laser diodes, 150 |i.m

stripe width on 1000 |lm centers are first defined by using

the standard photolithography process as the "sensor

stripes". Pulsed anodic oxidation technique is then used to

etch away part of the p''-cap layer on the outside sensor

stripe region. Usually, the remaining p*-cap layer thickness

is -100 nm by controlling the oxidation time at ~2 . 5 minutes.

The remaining native oxide is removed by using a MIF-312

developer solution. After the first oxidation step, 100 \Lm

stripe width on 500 |J.m centers are defined as the "pumped

stripes" with the stripe direction perpendicular to the

sensor stripes. The outside pumped stripe region is oxidized

by the second anodic oxidation step to remove the remaining

p^-GaAs cap layer for reducing the possible current spreading

effects. At this step, the sensor section and the pumped

section are then generated with the associated p''-cap layer

thickness as t^^p ( sensor ) = 200 nm, tj,3p(pump)= ~100 nm. After

this step, wafer is cleaned and covered with new photoresist

to protect the p^'-cap layer surface during the lapping

process. Following the lapping step, a metallurgy of Ge(20

nm)/Au(40 nm)/Ni(25 nm)/Au(50 nm) is evaporated sequentially

on the substrate side and annealed at 430 C for ~5' to obtain
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a n-type ohmic contact. To deposit the Au contact on the p^-

cap layer on the pumped stripe, Au-plating technique is used

as described in Chapter 4. Before this process, the sensor

stripe is protected by new photoresist. Lasers with total

cavity length L=1000 |lm (L=Lp^„p+L,^„3„^) , 500 |lm wide is cleaved

and soldered on the In-coated copper blocks and

characterized. Figure 6.8 (a) and (b) show the top view

picture and the schematic diagram of the finished surface

sensitive laser diode. As can be seen from the device

picture, the sensor section is well defined in the central

portion of the device and makes it easy for depositing the

absorbing material on this sensor section.

6 . 4 Device Characterizations

To check the uniformity of the surface sensitive laser

diode, 20 devices are prepared and measured. Figure 6.9 shows

the measured pulse P-I characteristics of these 20 SSLDs at 2

|isec . pulse width and 1000 Hz repetition rate. The lasing

wavelengths of these 20 samples are ranged from 941 nm to 943

nm, which are ~10 nm shorter than the regular lasers without

sensor section. This could be due to band filling effects

[Chin88] caused by the fact that more gain are required for

these lasers to reach threshold condition. The measured

results indicate good uniformity of device performance and

also confirm the feasibility of fabricating lasers by using

this partially oxidized technique.



To know if the diode laser performance is sensitive to

the material placed on the top of the sensor section, several

material types are used for the experiments. Figure 6.10

shows the variations of pulse P-I characteristics for sample

#1 measured before and after the sensor section is covered

with dye 1 material which has smaller absorption effects on

the lasing wavelength. As can be seen from this figure, the

threshold current almost remains unchanged. At fixed current,

only a small decrease of output power is obtained after

applying the dye 1 material. In the second experiment, a dye

2 material with a strong absorption effects on the lasing

wavelength is placed on the partial sensor section of sample

#2. Figure 6.11 is the variations of the P-I characteristics

of this sample measured without and with this dye 2 thin

film. It is very interesting to find that this dye 2 material

has a significant effects on the laser threshold performance.

Before the application of this dye film, threshold current is

I^(,= 200 mA. After the application of dye 2 film, 1^^ is

increased to 1^^,= 280 mA, i.e. 40% increases. In addition, at

fixed current output power changes dramatically, for example,

at 1=300 mA output power changes from P (w/o dye 2 film) =37

mW/facet to P (w/dye 2 film)= 11 mW/facet. These results

indicate that the diode laser behaviors are very sensitive to

this dye 2 material. In the third experiment, sample #3 is

measured before and after the dye 2 material is placed on the

whole sensor section. As shown in Figure 6.11, the measured

P-I characteristics change more significantly than that of
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sample #2. Threshold current is almost two times increased

from Ith=200 mA to 390 mA after the sensor section is wholly

covered with dye 2 material. At fixed current 1=300 mA, laser

changes from lasing with output power p=37 mW per facet to

non-lasing behaviors. So far we have proved that laser

performance is dependent on the type of material placing on

the sensor section, the next step is to check the effects

from the material to be detected. Since the absorption

coefficient of the dye 2 material can be somewhat changed

with NHj material, i.e. sensitive to the NHj material, we are

interested in understanding the effects of NHj vapor on the

laser performance. To check this point, sample #3 with dye 2

film covered on the sensor section is passing through a

solution made of 1 part NHj + 200 parts H^O for ~2 seconds and

P-I characteristics measured. From the measured results shown

in Figure 6.13, it is noticed that threshold current is

increased from 1^^=390 mA to 1^^=440 mA and output power (at

1=500 mA) decreased from P=26 mW/facet to P=18 mW/facet after

this experiment. The above experiments clearly point out the

feasibility of using this unique laser structure as a surface

sensitive device.

In order to see if diode laser performance could be

recovered by removing the material on the sensor sector, the

same sample #3 is dipped in Methanol solution for ~30 seconds

and P-I performance characterized. The measured results are

shown in Figure 6.13. It is interesting to note that diode

laser performance is reversible with threshold current
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changed from I^f,=440 mA to I^f,=250 mA. As compared with the

results measured before placing dye 2 material, there is a

-50 mA increase of threshold current. This could be due to

the material is not thoroughly removed from the sensor

section or other unknown reason. Nevertheless, we have shown

the possibility of fabricating a "surface sensitive" laser

diode with reversible behaviors from this hybrid laser

structure which may become useful as a "sensor" in some

environment condition.

In summary, a surface sensitive laser diode structure is

proposed and fabricated successfully. The basic device

operating mechanism discussed in this chapter can be extended

to the other material system and could be possible to explore

a new application of semiconductor diode lasers for use as a

"sensor"

.
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Figure 6.1 Surface sensitive laser diode structure used in
this chapter.
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Figure 6.2 The calculated dependence of modal loss of the

sensor section (t^3p=200 nm) on the material loss OL^^

of the absorbing film shown in Figure 6.1, where
different film thickness are considered.
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Figure 6.4 The schematic diagram of Fabry-Perot model used to
derive the threshold behaviors of surface sensitive
laser diode.
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Figure 6.7 The calculated dependence of threshold mode gain
G^h of SSLD (laser structure shown in Figure 6.1) as a
function of total pump cavity length Lp^^p. It is assumed
that total pump section Lp^^p=850 |lm are covered with
gold and sensor section L3g„3^^=150 jlm placed with 100 nm

absorbing film with various Ct^^^^.
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Figure 6.8 Top view of the finished surface sensitive laser
diode (SSLD) (a) picture (b) schematic diagram.
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Figure 6.10 Measured pulse P-I characteristics of SSLD sample
#1 before and after placing dye 1 material on the
sensor section.
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Figure 6.11 The variations of measured P-I characteristics of
SSLD sample #2 before and after placing with dye 2

material on part of the sensor section.
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Figure 6.13 The measured variations of P-I characteristics of
SSLD sample #3 with dye 2 material on the sensor
section after being processed in different conditions:
(1) exposed to NH3 solution ~2 seconds (2) after step
(1) then rinsed in Methanol to remove dye 2 film on the
sensor section.



CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

7 . 1 Summary

The p-contact reflectivity effects on the device

performance has been demonstrated in thin (250 nm) p-clad, 10

nm InGaAs quantum well lasers. Decreasing the reflectivity of

the p-contact metal increases optical mode loss, which

increases threshold current, decreases slope efficiency and

shifts the emission wavelength. The more than 50 nm

wavelength difference between the thin p-clad diode lasers

with different p-contact metallurgy can be explained

quantitatively by superimposing the threshold gain required

for lasing in each case with the corresponding spectral gain

curve calculated using standard QW laser theory. To avoid the

extra mode loss and obtain a well-behaved thin p-clad diode

laser, the p-contact metal can not be annealed. The CW life

time tests show that 50 |lm stripe-width, Au-contact, thin p-

clad diode lasers with epi-side up package can live more than

1000 hrs . when continuously operate with 100 mW output power

at room temperature.
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Besides the contact reflectivity effects on the diode

laser performance, one of the most important feature of the

thin p-clad laser structure is that the lateral refractive

index step generated in low-ridge diode lasers is sufficient

to provide low loss and strong lateral waveguiding. As a

result, neither the unusual threshold behaviors nor the

wavelength jumps are observed for the shallow ridge, thin p-

clad laser when stripe width is changed from 50 Hm to 5 |im.

In addition, the 5 |J.m stripe devices are shown to be capable

of stable, single lateral mode CW lasing with less than 10 %

broadening up to total output power levels of about 70 mW. On

the contrary, for the thick p-clad (1300 nm) diode laser,

deep etching for obtaining ridge height larger than 1000 nm

is required to provide the sufficient waveguiding effects for

narrow stripe lasers operating with stable single mode

output

.

By controlling the p-contact reflectivity, a two-stripe

thin p-clad diode laser emitting dual wavelengths was

successfully demonstrated. The fabrication process of this

dual wavelength diode laser is much simpler and more reliable

than those approaches studied before. Based on this

experiment results, one can design a thin p-clad diode laser

with several emission energy levels inside the single quantum

well and select the suitable contact metal to control the

emission wavelength to obtain a monolithic multiple

wavelength emission diode laser. Additionally, thermal

resistance is found to play an important role for diode
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lasers operating at high temperature in CW regime. The

maximum output power of CW laser performance can be greatly

improved by reducing its thermal resistance through the

deposition of thick Au layer as the heat spreader.

In addition to the contact reflectivity, another

important parameter in determining thin p-clad diode laser

performance is the p*-GaAs cap layer thickness. The increasing

of p-cap thickness could result in the decrease of optical

confinement of lasing mode and induce large modal loss. For

the thin p-clad (250 nm) laser structure used in this study,

long time lasing delay and abnormal high threshold behaviors

are observed for both wide stripe and narrow stripe gain-

guided lasers when p-cap layer thickness is as thick as 200

nm. The lasing delay in the wide stripe lasers can be

eliminated and diode laser performance improved dramatically

when p-cap layer thickness is decreased below 170 nm. This

long delay is attributed to the time it takes for the active

region to heat to the point where net mode gain exceeds

mirror loss by the increase of overlap between the transverse

mode profile (perpendicular to the QW plane) and the QW

material gain as well as the decrease of the absorbing loss

in the gold contact layer. In contrast to the strong lateral

waveguiding effects obtained in narrow stripe, shallow-ridge,

thin p-clad lasers fabricated with 100 nm p-cap layer, long

time lasing delay and Q-switching lasing behaviors are

observed for narrow stripe lasers with 300 nm ridge height

and an effective refractive index step of 3.5x10"^ when the
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stripe width is w=6 |lm and w=3.5, 2.5 |lm respectively. At 1.5

Hm stripe width, strong lateral waveguiding effects are

obtained and become sufficient to somehow improve the

transverse waveguiding which makes laser operate in a low

threshold current regime with CW differential quantum

efficiency 50 %

.

By combining 100 nm and 200 nm p*-cap layer structures

into one laser and removing the gold layer from the 200 nm

section, laser output power at fixed current becomes

dependent on the type of material placed on the 200 nm

section. Experiments of using these "surface sensitive laser

diodes" to the possible application for use as a "sensor"

have been successfully demonstrated.

7 . 2 Recommendation for Future Study

Several areas are needed to do the further study, most

important among them are

:

{ 1 ) The improvement of adhesion between metal contact and p''-

GaAs cap layer.

The adhesion quality between Au contact and p-cap layer

is very crucial in determining thin p-clad lasers

performance. The adhesion quality not only depends on the

clean process before the deposition of p-metal but also

depends on the metal itself. For the GaAs material, Au shows

poor adhesion property as compared to the other metal such as
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nickel (Ni) and chromium (Cr) . However, these materials also

show very low reflectivity at the lasing wavelength and

become lossy metal for thin p-clad diode lasers. On the other

hand, the modal loss induced by the low reflective metal

could be dependent on the metal thickness. In the calculated

results shown in Figure 7.1, we can see that modal loss for

both metal type is in linear proportion to the metal

thickness upto 100 nm metal thickness and then becomes

gradually saturated when metal thickness is beyond 200 nm. If

one can control the metal thickness below 20 A, the resultant

modal loss could be less than 10 cm'S which could be

acceptable in most diode laser performance. The important

issue for this method is how to control the uniformity of

metal thickness during the deposition process to avoid

possible increase of scattering loss due to the nonuniformity

of metal thickness. Another method to improve the adhesion

property is to use Au-plating technique instead of Au

evaporation process. Both methods need to be further studied

to show the uniformity of laser performance.

(2) Optimize and extend the surface sensitive device

operation mechanism to the other semiconductor laser

material system

Thin p-clad diode laser performance has been shown

greatly dependent on the p-cap layer thickness. Based on

these results, a hybrid laser diode structure with surface
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sensitive capability has been successfully demonstrated in

GaAs/InGaAs material system by selectively controlling the p-

cap layer thickness used as either the electron-pumped

section or the sensor section. However, several parameters

need to be optimized to obtain even better device performance

and reliability, such as the optimal cavity length for either

pumped section Lp^p or sensor section L^^^^^^, facet coating on

both facets to protect lasers from being damaged by the

working environment. On the other hand, the calculated

results shown in Figure 7.2 indicate that it could be

possible to design a SSLD with thin native oxide grown on the

top of sensor section. With this extra oxide grown process,

both the experimental and theoretical work need to be further

studied. In addition, by using similar device operating

mechanism combined with the semiconductor quantum well

characteristics, the operating mechanism of SSLD can be

extended to other semiconductor material systems with

suitable operating wavelength for use as a sensor.

(3) Distributed Feedback (DFB) Diode Laser:

Gain coupling DFB lasers with better performance have

been theoretically studied and realized. The usual way of

realizing gain coupling DFB diode lasers is to grow an

absorbing layer close to the active region and followed by

the grating formation procedure and the regrowth process,

which makes the whole fabrication process complicated. By
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using either the contact reflectivity effects or controlling

the p-cap layer thickness, one can control the modal loss of

thin p-clad diode laser. As a result, the fabrication process

of gain-coupled DFB lasers should become much simpler than

those reported before. In addition, from the optimization of

diode laser structure, single spatial mode operation with

linear P-I profiles to much higher CW powers should be

possible. This feature combined with the flexibility of

fabricating different diffraction grating types in thin p-

clad material { no regrowth required ) could lead to the

development of higher performance gain-coupled DFB lasers.
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